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FOREWORD
The International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) was
launched in 2000, on the basis of a resolution of the IAEA General Conference
(GC(44)/RES/21). INPRO intends to help to ensure that nuclear energy is available in the 21st
century in a sustainable manner, and seeks to bring together all interested Member States —
both technology holders and technology users — to consider, jointly, actions to achieve
desired innovations. As of November 2011, 34 countries and the European Commission are
members of INPRO.
Programme Area A of INPRO, Nuclear Energy System Assessments (NESAs) using the
INPRO Methodology, is aimed at assisting Member States in assessing existing or future
nuclear energy systems in a holistic way to determine if such systems meet national
sustainable development criteria. A NESA using an internationally validated tool, the INPRO
Methodology, aids Member States in strategic planning and decision making on long term
nuclear energy deployment.
This report presents the results of the INPRO Collaborative Project on Proliferation
Resistance: Acquisition/Diversion Pathway Analysis (PRADA), undertaken under INPRO
Programme Area A. The basic principle for proliferation resistance requires that intrinsic
features and extrinsic measures of proliferation resistance be implemented throughout the full
life cycle of an innovative nuclear energy system to help ensure that the system will continue
to be unattractive as means of acquiring fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme. In
this context, the overall objective of this project is to further develop the INPRO
Methodology in the area of proliferation resistance.
A key user requirement demands that innovative nuclear systems should incorporate multiple
proliferation resistance features and measures. PRADA focuses on identifying and analysing
high level pathways for the acquisition or diversion of fissile material for a nuclear weapons
programme, using the direct use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU reactors (DUPIC) fuel cycle
as a case study with an assumed diversion scenario. The study will also make
recommendations for assessing the multiplicity and robustness of barriers against
proliferation, including institutional, material and technical barriers and also barriers resulting
from the implementation of international safeguards.
Initiated in 2008 and led by the Republic of Korea, which is conducting the DUPIC case
study, the project also involves the participation of Canada, China, the USA and the European
Commission and is being run in close cooperation with the IAEA Safeguards Department.
Also, progress and results of the study are being harmonized with an assessment methodology
for proliferation resistance and physical protection developed by Generation IV International
Forum (GIF) for Generation IV nuclear energy systems.
The IAEA would like to express its thanks to Hong-Lae Chang and Won-Il Ko, (Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Republic of Korea) and other PRADA team members
(listed as contributors) for organizing the meeting and editing the report. The IAEA officers
responsible for this publication were S. Sakaguchi of the Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology and E. Haas, of INPRO and the Department of Safeguards.

EDITORIAL NOTE
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the
publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered) does
not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the results of the International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors
and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) Collaborative Project on Proliferation Resistance:
Acquisition/Diversion Pathway Analysis (PRADA), undertaken under INPRO Programme
Area A. INPRO was launched in 2000, on the basis of a resolution of the IAEA General
Conference (GC(44)/RES/21) to ensure that nuclear energy is available in the 21st century in a
sustainable manner, and seeks to bring together all interested Member States — both
technology holders and technology users — to consider actions to achieve innovation.
Programme Area A of INPRO, Nuclear Energy System Assessments (NESAs) using the
INPRO Methodology, is aimed at assisting Member States in assessing existing or future
nuclear energy systems in a holistic way to determine if such systems meet international
sustainable development criteria.
One important factor for sustainability is deploying innovative nuclear energy systems (INS)
in a safe and secure way to reduce the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation. The basic
principle for proliferation resistance (minimizing proliferation risk) requires that intrinsic
features (features that result from the technical design of the INS) and extrinsic measures
(States’ commitments, obligations, and policies) of proliferation resistance be implemented
throughout the full life cycle of the INS to ensure that the system will be an unattractive
means of acquiring fissile material or technology for a nuclear weapons programme. An INS
should incorporate multiple proliferation resistance features and measures. These features and
measures must overlap in a layered fashion to provide multiple barriers to each of the possible
proliferation pathways. In this context, the overall objective of this project was to further
develop the INPRO proliferation resistance assessment methodology.
The specific objectives of the PRADA study were to:
•

develop appropriate methods for the identification and analysis of pathways for the
acquisition of weapon-useable nuclear material;

•

evaluate the multiplicity and robustness of barriers against proliferation for the
pathway by logic trees (e.g. success/failure trees, event trees) and/or qualitative
methods; and

•

on the basis of the above results, recommend an assessment approach for User
Requirement 4 (UR4) of the INPRO Methodology, regarding the multiplicity and
robustness of barriers against proliferation.

As a test of the methodology, PRADA focused on identifying and analysing only some of the
higher level pathways for the acquisition of fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.
A case study was made using the process known as DUPIC (direct use of PWR spent fuel in
CANDU reactors). The CANDU reactor used in the DUPIC system served to develop
appropriate methods for the identification and analysis of plausible acquisition paths. The
study also resulted in recommendations for assessing the multiplicity and robustness of
barriers against proliferation, including institutional, material, and technical barriers, as well
as barriers due to the implementation of international safeguards. This was not a
comprehensive study of DUPIC or CANDU reactors.
The PRADA project was initiated in 2008. The Republic of Korea, which had been
developing the DUPIC process, assumed the project lead and was supported by participation
from Canada, China, the USA, and the European Commission. In addition, the Russian
Federation and Japan, participating as observers, contributed to the project. Within the IAEA,
the PRADA study was conducted in close cooperation with the Departments of Nuclear
Energy and Safeguards. The PRADA study was completed within the planned project
1

schedule. The final working group meeting took place 8–10 November 2010 at the IAEA
Headquarters in Vienna, during which the final report was reviewed and approved for IAEA
publication.
The main conclusions of the PRADA study are that:
•

the proliferation resistance assessment should be performed at three levels: the State
level, the INS level, and the facility level including facility specific pathways.

•

the robustness of barriers against proliferation depends on the State capabilities and
the relevance of barriers is not the same at the different levels of evaluation listed
above.

•

the robustness of barriers is not a function of the number of barriers or of their
individual characteristics but is an integrated function of the whole, and is measured
by determining whether and with what confidence the safeguards goals can be met.

•

in addition, the INPRO assessment methodology needs information regarding
proliferation risks from more quantitative analyses performed jointly by technology
developers (suppliers), safeguards experts, and experts in proliferation resistance.

The PRADA study identified several areas where the INPRO proliferation assessment
methodology could be expanded and improved:
•

A better explanation of acceptance limits.

•

A reformatting and restructuring of the evaluation tables to include needed details.

The PRADA study also recognized the desirability of forming a ‘GIF/INPRO coordinated set
of proliferation resistance and safeguardability assessment tools’. This set of tools would
bring together the complementary strengths of the GIF and INPRO approaches and clearly
demonstrate that the two methods could be used in harmony and provide consistent results.
The PRADA study recommended that an expanded test of the methodology be applied to a
new example study to demonstrate usefulness and validate the approach, and this study should
address a complete nuclear energy system in a State. The expanded test should cover
transportation and multiple facilities, including a reactor and waste disposal. The example
studies proposed include: (1) an open fuel cycle in an emerging nuclear State, a country
interested in beginning a commercial nuclear power programme, and (2) a generic
pyroprocessing fuel cycle not attached to any State but building on the GIF ESFR study, using
an INPRO based approach.
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1. INT
TRODUC
CTION
The INP
PRO prolifeeration resisstance (PR)) evaluation
n methodolo
ogy provide s both a fraamework
for asseessing PR, and guidan
nce to improove the PR
R of an inno
ovative nucclear energy
y system
(INS) [11]. It is baseed on the prrinciple thatt PR intrinsiic features and
a extrinsiic measuress shall be
implem
mented throuughout the fu
ull life cycl e of the INS
S to help en
nsure that thhe INS will continue
c
to be ann unattractive means of
o acquiringg fissile maaterial for a nuclear weeapons prog
gramme.
The meethodology has one baasic principple and fivee user requ
uirements, aalong with relevant
criteria, indicators, and evaluaation parameeters.
The asssessment inndicators an
nd proceduures for thee first threee user requuirements reegarding
States’ commitmennts, attractiveness of nnuclear matterial and technology,
t
and difficulty and
detectabbility of divversion, weere establisshed throug
gh Korean national
n
caase studies [2, 3]on
direct uuse of spent pressurized
d water reacctor (PWR) fuel in the CANDU reeactor (DUP
PIC) fuel
cycle aand by varrious consultancy meeetings. Ho
owever, th
he assessmeent indicattors and
proceduure for User Requirem
ment 4 (UR4
R4) regardin
ng multipliccity and robbustness off barriers
against proliferatiion (innova
ative nucleear energyy systems should inccorporate multiple
proliferration resistance featu
ures and m
measures) needed
n
to be
b developped. Thereffore, the
specificc objectives of the projeect were to:
•

ddevelop thee appropriate methods ffor the iden
ntification an
nd analysis of pathway
ys for the
aacquisition of weapon--usable nucllear materiaal;

•

eevaluate thhe multipliccity and roobustness of
o barriers against prroliferation for the
ppathway byy logic treees (e.g. suuccess/failure trees, ev
vent trees) and/or qu
ualitative
m
methods; annd

•

oon the bassis of the above
a
resullts, recomm
mend the assessment
a
approach for
f User
R
Requiremennt 4 of th
he INPRO PR metho
odology, reegarding thhe multipliccity and
rrobustness of
o barriers against
a
prolliferation.

In this regard, thhe INPRO Phase 2 C
Collaborative Project on Prolife
feration Resistance:
Acquisiition/Diverssion Pathwaay Analysis (PRADA) was
w proposed by the R
Republic of Korea at
the 10th INPRO Steeering Committee Meeeting held in
n Vienna in December 22006 [4].
TABLE 11: THREE-YE
EAR PROJEC
CT IN THREE
E STAGES
Gooal
Selectioon of
prospecctive
pathw
ways

Analyysis of
pathw
ways

Assessment of
multipliccity &
robustnness

Woork Scope

1sst Year
1/4

2/4

2nd Yearr
3/4

4//4

1/4

2/4

3rrd Year
3/4

4/4

1/4

2/4

3/4

Deescription of pro
oliferation obje ctives
Studyy of possible strrategies of proliiferation
Systeematic approach
h for possible ppathways
Characteristics of design and pprocess
C
informatio
on of facility
Developmen
nt of logic trees (or,
p
probability
apprroach, if necesssary)
E
Evaluation
of eaach process flow
w of the
prospectiive pathway
Evaluation of multip
plicity & robusstness of
baarriers
Review and recommendatio
r
on of
Assessmentt methodology
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I
Phaase 2 Collaaborative Prroject on PR
RADA wass held in
The kicck-off meetiing of the INPRO
Vienna on 19–20 November
N
2007,
2
and sseveral follo
ow-on consu
ultancy meeetings weree held —
in Viennna, Jeju Citty (Republiic of Korea)) and Vancouver (Can
nada) — in line with th
he threeyear prooject scheduule shown in
i Table 1. One of thee decisions taken in the
he early con
nsultancy
meetingg and reinfoorced afterw
wards was tto develop procedures
p
and metricss for the ev
valuation
of UR44 benefittingg from the work donee in the con
ntext of thee Proliferattion Resistaance and
Physicaal Protectionn (PR&PP) Working G
Group of the Generation
n IV Internaational Foru
um (GIF)
[5].

2. PROPOS
SED SYST
TEMATIIC APPRO
OACH FO
OR
LYSIS
AC
CQUISIT
TION/DIV
VERSION
N PATHW
WAY ANAL
The objjective of a potential prroliferant S
State is to accquire nucleear materiall that could
d be used
for nucclear explossive devices. It was aassumed that the actor, i.e. proliiferant Statte, is an
industrialized non--nuclear weeapon Statee that has indigenouss uranium rresources, physical
control over the commercial
c
nuclear ennergy system
m and nucllear materiaal being ev
valuated,
declaredd facilities and materiial subject to international safeguards undeer a compreehensive
safeguaards agreemeent and an additional
a
pprotocol.
quipment orr processes tthat can be misused
The prooliferation taarget could be nuclear m
material, eq
for thee productioon of undeeclared nucclear weap
pon-usable material, oor equipm
ment and
technoloogy that caan be repliccated in an undeclared
d facility. Table
T
2 sum
mmarizes th
he threat
definitioon and posssible proliferation strateegies.
TABLE 22: THREAT DEFINITION
D
SUMMARY
Y
C
Category
Host Sttate objectives

Host Staate capabilities

Element
Special fissionable materiaal
Technical skills
Resources (money,
(
personnnel, uranium reesources)
Industrial capability
Nuclear cap
pability
Diversion
Misuse
Facility

Proliferration strategy

Results
Acquisition oof at least 1 significant
quantity (SQ
Q) per year for
f
nuclear
explosive devvices purpose
Weapon Statee equivalent
Significant
Significant
Significant
Concealed divversion
Concealed miisuse of declareed facility,
equipment and
nd technology
Use of declareed and undeclarred
facilities (the possibility of/n
need for an
acility is taken in
nto
undeclared fac
account but noot modelled in this study)

One strategy that a proliferan
nt State couuld use to manufacture
m
e nuclear weeapons is shown
s
in
Figure 11:
Covert diversion of
nuclear material

Proliferation Material 1 SQ equivalent
started by a acquisition
obtained
host State

Clandestine weapon
fabrication

Processing using
undeclared facilities

Material
processing

1 SQ
obtained

FIG.. 1. Proliferration strateegy of host State.
S

4

Weapon
fabrication

The acquisition/diversion pathway analysis of a nuclear energy system should ensure that all
possible targets and pathways have been identified and analysed. First, the proliferation
objectives and technical capabilities of the host State should be defined. Next, the
proliferation targets in the nuclear energy system should be identified. The nuclear energy
system will then be analysed in detail, through the identification of 1) potential diversion
routes, 2) physical and design barriers to removal of targets, 3) IAEA safeguards measures in
place which may include surveillance cameras, seals, neutron and gamma detectors, inventory
key measurement points (KMPs), and flow KMPs. The pathway analysis should be
reproducible for its objectiveness and comprehensiveness. In this regard, a step-by-step
approach is proposed for the acquisition/diversion pathway analysis as presented in Figure 2.

Identify State specific conditions, capabilities, institutional
arrangements in place and plausible strategies

Identify innovative nuclear energy system (INS) to be used as material source
- Establish Boundary conditions of INS considered/assessed including operational state
Identify specific INS elements
Identify and categorize proliferation targets
(Material, equipment and processes, equipment and technology)
- Define any needed clandestine facilities

This is an iterative process

Analyze INS elements to identify plausible acquisition/diversion pathways
- Decomposition of the INS into sub-elements
- Operational states of the system required for acquisition of the targets
- Identify different process steps in each sub-element
Qualitative acquisition/diversion pathway analysis
- Identify and describe plausible acquisition strategies/coarse pathways including c
oncealment strategies for each target
- Specify possible means of acquisition of the targets including diversion points
- Identification of proliferation resistance intrinsic features and extrinsic measures
relevant for the proliferation pathway considered
- Check whether all identified pathways are covered by safeguards measures
- Perform qualitative pathway analysis
- Examine multiplicity and robustness of barriers
- Select subset of pathways for detailed analysis

Detailed acquisition/diversion pathway analysis using logic diagrams.
When done:
- Identify additional proliferation resistance intrinsic features and extrinsic measures
- Examine multiplicity and evaluate robustness of barriers

FIG. 2. Systematic approach to acquisition/diversion pathway analysis.
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m
is acquired frrom the nucclear energy
y system, th
the materiall will be
Once thhe nuclear material
transporrted to the clandestine
c
processing facility for the producttion of weappon-usable material.
In the nnext sectionn, very coaarse pathwaays for cov
vert diversion of nucllear materiaal in the
DUPIC fuel cycle are
a describeed. For the ppurpose of this
t study, only
o
a speciific acquisittion path
will be cconsidered in detail.

3. CO
OARSE ACQUISI
A
ITION/DIIVERSIO
ON PATHWAY AN
NALYSIS FOR
DUPIIC FUEL
L CYCLE
The deggree of PR results from
m a combinnation of facctors, includ
ding techniical design features,
operatioonal modalities, instiitutional aarrangementts and saffeguards m
measures [6]. The
effectivveness of baarriers to proliferation
p
n can be categorized as: (1) techhnical diffiiculty in
making weapons (as
( a State level conccern, not reelated to a specific faacility), (2) barriers
represennting the diifficulty in handling annd processiing material (both at tthe State an
nd at the
facility level): (3) barriers
b
lead
ding to diffi
ficulty/detecctability and
d safeguardaability (at a facilityspecificc pathway leevel). Thereefore, this sttudy has dettermined th
hat there aree, in fact, efffectively
three leevels of INP
PRO PR assessment w
with associaated indicato
ors: State leevel, INS leevel and
facility level, inclluding facillity specificc pathwayss. Note, ho
owever, thaat for the pathway
analysiss in this casee study only
y the facilityy level appllication wass consideredd.
In this section, thhe DUPIC fuel cycle has been analysed using
u
the prroposed sy
ystematic
approacch. When determining
d
the barrierr function of intrinsic features, tthe question
ns to be
considered are wheether an intrrinsic featurre is:
•

rrelevant to the
t pathway
y consideredd.

•

aassociated with
w the lev
vel of assesssment (see Figure
F
2).

3.1. DE
EFINITION
N OF PROLIFER
P
RATION
CAPAB
BILITIES OF
O HOST ST
TATE

OBJECTIV
VES

AN
ND

TECH
HNICAL

As desccribed in Seection 2, thee proliferatiion objectiv
ve of the ho
ost State is tto acquire at
a least 1
significaant quantityy (SQ) of nu
uclear materrial from th
he DUPIC fu
uel cycle thaat could be used for
nuclear explosive devices. The technicaal capabilitiies of the host
h
State are summaarized in
Table 2.
3.2. ID
DENTIFICA
ATION OF NUCLEAR
N
R ENERGY SYSTEM, DUPIC FU
UEL CYCLE
E
The bassic concept of a DUPIC fuel cyccle is to fab
bricate CAN
NDU nucleear fuel fro
om PWR
spent fuuel using dryy thermal/m
mechanical pprocesses without
w
sepaarating any ffissile mateerial, and
then usee the fabricaated DUPIC
C fuel in a C
CANDU reaactor. It is assumed
a
thaat the host State
S
will
divert ffissile nucleear material from the DUPIC fu
uel cycle fo
or the manuufacture off nuclear
explosivve devices.
3.3. ID
DENTIFICA
ATION OF SPECIFIC
S
IINS ELEME
ENTS
The DU
UPIC fuel cycle
c
is com
mposed of 1) an on-sitte spent fueel storage ffacility at th
he PWR
power pplant, 2) a DUPIC fueel fabricatioon facility that
t
will ex
xtract fuel m
material fro
om spent
PWR ffuel, perforrm the oxid
dation and reduction of oxide fuel (ORE
EOX) treatm
ment for
pelletiziing and thenn fabricating
g DUPIC fuuel, 3) a CA
ANDU reacttor, 4) an int
nterim spentt fuel dry
storage facility, andd 5) a final repository. The referen
nce feedstock for the D
DUPIC fuell cycle is
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wang nuclear station unnit 1&2’s 17x17 standaard spent PW
WR fuel asssemblies
the Korean Yonggw
with a m
minimum of
o 10 years of coolingg time afterr discharge from the re
reactor with
h 35 000
MWD/M
MTU of final burnup.
In this ccase study, only the diversion
d
off fissile nucclear material from thee DUPIC fu
uel cycle
facility is considered. A conceeptual DUP
PIC fuel fab
brication faccility with a throughpu
ut of 400
metric ttons of heaavy metal (M
MTHM) peer year [7] is postulateed, as show
wn in Figuree 3. The
facility is assumedd to meet internationaal requiremeents for saffety and seccurity, and also all
IAEA ssafeguards requirement
r
ts under a ccomprehenssive safeguards agreem
ment (based
d on [8])
and an aadditional protocol
p
(based on [9])..

FIG
G. 3. DUPIC
C fuel fabrication proccess.
It is alsso assumed that this faacility allow
ws for norm
mal process system starrtup and sh
hutdown,
scheduled and unnscheduled plant equippment maiintenance and
a
repair activities, material
accounttability relaated tasks th
hat affect pplant operatiion, and an
ny scheduleed plant-sidee outage
period ffor major syystems refurrbishing acttivities. Run
nouts will be
b performeed at the com
mpletion
of each production campaign. Cleanouts w
will also bee performed several tim
mes per yearr.
The Woolsong CAN
NDU-6 pow
wer plant (uunit 1) was selected forr a detailedd study of a specific
acquisittion path. A site visit was
w made too the plant in
n July 2008
8 to study thhe IAEA safeguards
measurees in a CAN
NDU reactor, and identtify possiblee diversion routes for D
DUPIC fuel bundles.
Table 3 shows techhnical specifications oof Wolsong unit 1, and
d Figure 4 sshows the principal
p
DU-6 reactorr [10], inclu
uding the fl
flow of DUP
PIC fuel
safeguaards measures in a typiical CAND
bundless.
A conceeptual awayy-from-reacttor spent-fuuel interim dry
d storage facility withh silos is po
ostulated.
The speent DUPIC fuel
f bundles will be stoored at the CANDU po
ower stationn for some time
t
and
then traansported too an interim dry storagee facility ussing transpo
ort casks, annd stored th
here until
final dissposition in the spent fu
uel repositoory.
The refference speent fuel reepository cconsists off two partss: a surfacce facility and an
undergrround facility, i.e. a ro
oom-and-pilllar configu
uration conssisting of a series of regularly
r
spaced disposal roooms and connecting channels. The spent fuel bundlles are seaaled into
containeers in a fuell packaging
g facility beffore transpo
ortation to the
t disposall vault or temporary
storage area. The disposal vault
v
is reaached and serviced by
b shafts. T
The contain
ners are
transporrted into the undergrou
und facilitiees and are placed
p
into vertical booreholes drilled into
the flooor of the diisposal room
ms. The coontainer is surrounded
s
by clay-baased buffer material
within eeach borehoole. Each diisposal room
m is backfillled with claay-based baackfill mateerial, and
the room
m entrance is
i sealed wh
hen all boreeholes have been filled..
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TABLE 33: TECHNICA
AL SPECIFIC
CATIONS OF
F WOLSONG CANDU-6 UNIT
U
1
Reactor parameterrs
-E
Electric power (M
MW(e))
-T
Thermal efficienncy (%)
-T
Thermal power (MW(t))
(
- Specific power (MW(t)/ton
(
U)
-L
Load factor
-C
Cycle length (fuull power day)
-N
No. of fuel assem
mblies or bundlles per core
-L
Loading per coree (tU)

CAND
NDU
7133
333
2,1661
25..5
0.99
4,5660
84..7
Characteristicc Parameters

Reactor
Loading per coree (tU or tHM)
-L
-A
Annual fuel requuirement (tU orr tHM)
Fueel
- Innitial enrichmennt
-N
No. of fuel rods per assembly
-D
Discharge burnuup (MWD/kgHM
M)
Noormalization of Fuel
-R
Required fuel am
mount for 1 GW
W(e)-a (tU or tH
HM)

CANDU
U with NU
fuel

CANDU with
w
DUPIC fu
uel

84.7
8
94
4.63

84.7
46.09

Nat. U
37
7.5
7

Spent PWR fuel
43
15.4

13
32.73

64.64

Spent DUPIC Fuel
Fresh DUPIC Fuel
Dry Storage Facility

Fresh DUPIC
Fuel Storage

Discharge bay

FIG. 44. IAEA safeeguards mea
asures and fflow of DUP
UPIC fuel bu
undles in CA
ANDU-6 rea
actor10.
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3.4. IDENTIFICATION OF PROLIFERATION TARGETS IN DUPIC FUEL CYCLE
Table 4 shows the SQ for different target material as defined in the IAEA Safeguards
Glossary [11]. The international safeguards detection goal is to detect the diversion of 1 SQ of
nuclear material with a certain detection probability within a given time.
In the DUPIC fuel cycle, target material is uranium and reactor grade plutonium 1) in spent
PWR fuel rods/pellets, 2) during the DUPIC fuel fabrication processes, 3) in fresh DUPIC
fuel bundles fabricated at the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility, and 4) in spent DUPIC fuel
bundles discharged from the CANDU reactor core. Diverted uranium could be used for
undeclared enrichment in a clandestine enrichment facility. However, the uranium acquisition
path is not considered in this study. To get separated plutonium from the diverted fissile
nuclear material, the host State has to design and construct a clandestine reprocessing plant.
Table 5 shows the plutonium isotopic vector for spent PWR fuel and for fresh and spent
elements of the DUPIC fuel cycle [7]. The amount of spent PWR fuel needed for 1 SQ of 8 kg
plutonium is 867 kg whereas the number of fuel bundles (18 kg HM/bundle) needed for 1 SQ
are 49 for fresh and 54 for spent DUPIC fuel bundles, respectively.

TABLE 4: SAFEGUARDS SIGNIFICATNT QUANTITIES FOR TARGET MATERIAL (1SQ)
Material

1 SQ

Plutonium (containing less than 80%
Direct-use nuclear
material

Indirect-use
nuclear material

238

Pu)

8kg Pu

233

8kg 233U

U

HEU (235U≥20%)

25kg 235U

Low-enriched, natural and depleted uranium ( U<20%)

75kg 235U
(or 10 tonnes NU, or 20
tonnes DU)

Thorium

20 tonnes

235

TABLE 5: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SPENT PWR FUEL AND DUPIC FUEL BUNDLES c7
1) Plutonium isotopes in spent PWR fuel and DUPIC fuel bundles
Isotopes
238

Pu
239
Pu
240
Pu
241
Pu
242
Pu
tot
Pu

Spent PWR Fuel
g/MTHM
1.54E+02
5.33E+03
2.20E+03
7.52E+02
4.57E+02
8.89E+03

Fresh DUPIC Fuel
Pu (wt %)
1.7
59.9
24.8
8.4
5.1

g/MTHM
1.54E+02
5.33E+03
2.20E+03
7.52E+02
4.57E+02
8.89E+03

Spent DUPIC Fuel
Pu (wt %)
1.7
59.9
24.8
8.4
5.1

g/MTHM
3.88E+02
3.16E+03
2.79E+03
5.24E+02
1.10E+03
7.96E+03

Pu (wt %)
4.9
39.7
35.1
6.6
13.8

Mass of spent PWR fuel for 1 SQ of Pu (8kg Pu) = 866.74 kg ≈ 1.89 spent PWR fuel assemblies

2) Number of fuel bundles for 1 SQ of plutonium
Fresh DUPIC Fuel

Spent DUPIC Fuel

kg HM/bundle

17.64

17.64

Pu content (wt %)

0.923%

0.840%

No. of bundles for 1 SQ (8kgPu)

~49

~54
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3.5. COARSE PATHWAY ANALYSIS OF DUPIC FUEL CYCLE
The DUPIC fuel cycle was subdivided into several elements to identify potential diversion
points. The DUPIC fuel fabrication facility, CANDU power plant, interim dry storage, and
permanent disposal repository, are shown in Figure 5. Potential diversion can occur: during
transport of nuclear material (spent PWR fuel assemblies, fresh and spent DUPIC fuel
bundles) (1) from one facility to another, (2) from the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility, (3)
from the fresh and spent DUPIC fuel storage locations of the CANDU power plant, (4) from
an interim dry storage, and (5) from the permanent disposal repository. Table 6 shows the
potential diversion targets and facilities that diversion can take place in the DUPIC fuel cycle.
In the analysis of each element, operational state and steps are defined, possible diversion
means identified, and potential safeguards barriers to be applied to detect diversion are
considered to derive strategies that the host State could use to divert nuclear material.

PWR SF on-site
storage
(not considered part
of DUPIC fuel cycle)

Waste
Storage

CANDU Power Plant

DUPIC fuel
fabrication

Fresh
DUPIC
Fuel bay

CANDU

Spent
DUPIC
Fuel bay

Interim
storage

Permanent
disposal

Plausible diversion of nuclear

Pu
Separation

Weapon
Fabrication

Nuclear
Weapon

FIG. 5. DUPIC material flow, possible diversion points, and coarse pathways considered.
TABLE 6: DIVERSION TARGETS AND POSSIBLE DIVERSION POINTS IN DUPIC FUEL CYCLE
Diversion targets

Possible diversion points

1. Spent PWR fuel assemblies

1. During transport of spent PWR fuel assemblies from on-site storage at PWR
reactor to the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (diversion from PWR onsite
storage or transport are not considered in this study)

2. Spent PWR fuel rod cuts

2. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (after shearing step)

3. PWR spent fuel pellets or fuel
material stuck on inside of hulls

3. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (feed line after decladding)

4. DUPIC fuel powder

4. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (before pelletizing step)

5. Sintered DUPIC fuel pellets

5. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (before welding stage)

6. Sintered DUPIC fuel elements

6. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (before welding stage)

7. Fresh DUPIC fuel bundles

7. DUPIC fuel fabrication facility (product line in maintenance cell)
8. Transport from DUPIC facility to CANDU power plant
9. Fresh DUPIC fuel storage racks in the fuel storage bay

8. Spent DUPIC fuel bundles
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Failed DUPIC fuel bundles from the reception bay of the plant
Spent DUPIC fuel storage racks of the CANDU power plant
Transport from CANDU plant to the interim dry storage
Interim dry storage (not considered in this study)
Transport from interim storage to permanent disposal repository (not
considered in this study)
15. Permanent disposal repository (not considered in this study)

The strategies that the host State would develop to overcome IAEA safeguards measures in
the diversion of nuclear material are developed in the analysis. For example, an accident can
be faked during the transport of nuclear material using the licensed rail-car or truck. The host
State could declare fuel failures and remove selected fuel bundles at the DUPIC fuel
fabrication facility, or declare short cycled fuel bundles as ‘failed’ fuel and sent to reception
bay for subsequent diversion. The host State may use internal containers or external shielded
containers to remove nuclear material from the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility. In such cases,
the host State could introduce dummy material into the facility to help overcome safeguards
measures.
1) Transport of spent PWR fuel assemblies from PWR on-site storage to DUPIC fuel
fabrication facility
The spent PWR fuel assemblies at the PWR on-site storage will be put into transport casks
and transported to the DUPIC facility site for DUPIC fuel bundle production. The mode of
transport would be by sea at first, followed by licensed rail car or truck transport casks, then
unloaded and stored dry at the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility. Two spent PWR fuel
assemblies (440.0 kg HM per assembly) contain 1 SQ of plutonium. However, the spent PWR
transport casks are not addressed as viable targets for covert diversion because of existing
safeguards measures and the ease of detection.
2) DUPIC fuel fabrication facility
The DUPIC fuel fabrication facility is a complete fuel recycling plant with all functions and
equipment for processing spent PWR fuel and converting it to DUPIC fuel. It uses only
thermal and mechanical processes that recover fissile material remaining in spent PWR fuel
for DUPIC fuel. It is assumed that the spent PWR fuel receiving and storage system will
accommodate a minimum of three months operational feedstock capacity (about 100 MTHM
of spent fuel, or equivalent to 4–5 years output from a PWR power plant). As shown in Figure
3, the non-fuel components required by the DUPIC fuel bundle (e.g. fuel cladding, end caps,
spacers, end plates, and dysprosium poison fuel rods) will be fabricated at off-site facilities
and shipped to the DUPIC facility.
The DUPIC fuel fabrication facility will contain all support systems (material
handling/storage, waste processing, packaging, storage, and utilities) necessary for DUPIC
fuel production. Transport casks/packages will have bolted closures to allow unpacking inside
the reactor fuel pool prior to loading in the reactor. It is assumed that the storage and transport
system will accommodate a minimum of six weeks of DUPIC production output (50 MTHM),
and will be based on dry storage technology. It is assumed that the spent fuel is shipped in
licensed rail car or truck transport casks, then unloaded and stored dry in a commercially
available dry storage system.
It is assumed that nuclear material control and accounting (MC&A) scheme and containment
and surveillance (C/S) systems which meet IAEA requirements are designed and installed in
the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility in order to safeguard the nuclear material. It will include
surveillance cameras, seals, neutron and gamma detectors, inventory KMPs and flow KMPs.
Three material balance areas (MBAs) are defined on the basis of need for safeguards as
shown in Figure 6. Table 7 shows the analysis work sheet from the INPRO manual for the
DUPIC fuel fabrication facility.
The spent PWR fuel rods extracted from the fuel assembly after disassembling in MBA-1 are
one of the potential diversion targets, but not considered to be material for potential diversion
because the undetected removal of fuel rods using a large, most probably shielded, container
without being detected is extremely unlikely in consideration of the exit locations and the
11

physical and design barriers to removal of targets, including safeguards barriers such as
surveillance, radiation detectors, and seals. Nuclear material for potential diversion from
MBA-2 of the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility is: (1) the spent PWR fuel rod cuts after the
chopping step, (2) spent PWR fuel pellets after decladding, (3) spent PWR fuel powder feed
stock for sintering, (4) sintered DUPIC fuel pellets, and (5) fresh DUPIC fuel bundles
produced at the end of the DUPIC fuel fabrication process. There are several operational
states in MBA-2 — normal operation, maintenance, repair and testing — but only the normal
operational phase is considered in the analysis.
In MBA-2, physical inventory verification (PIV) using destructive assay and weighing is
carried out at each KMP, and the operator and the IAEA share the accounting data. The
diversion of rod cuts from MBA-2 using the external shielded containers could use dummy
fuel rod cuts introduced in advance into the MBA-2 by defeating the safeguards system,
including the cameras. Similarly, diversion of other target material — such as spent PWR fuel
pellets after decladding, DUPIC powder feed stock for sintering after OREOX processing,
sintered DUPIC fuel pellets before welding which can be diverted using internal or external
shielded containers — could use dummy fuel material introduced in advance into the MBA-2.
Finally, the fresh DUPIC fuel bundles assembled in MBA-2 will be non-destructively tested
for welding quality, dimension fit, and clearance. Defective fuel bundles will be rejected and
forwarded to the repair station or scrap material recycle station for further pertinent
processing. The acceptable fuel bundles are subject to item counting for inventory verification,
visual inspection and dimension measurement, and will be loaded into baskets and storage
containers for transfer to the storage or transport area in MBA-3, and then transported to the
CANDU power plant. Table 7 shows pathway analysis worksheet for the DUPIC fuel
fabrication facility.
The transport of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility to the
CANDU power station will be via licensed truck transport casks and sea. The fuel will then be
transferred to the fresh DUPIC fuel storage racks in the spent fuel storage pool at the reactor
building. Therefore, to divert nuclear material, the host State must replace fresh DUPIC fuel
bundles with dummy fuel bundles.
Spent PWR fuel assembly

Item Handling
Input
• NDA (Spent PWR Assembly)
• S/R Difference
• No MUF
Assembly/Rod • Surveillance
MBA 1
Bulk Handling

Fuel
Fabrication
Process
NDA

• MUF
• Waste (Hulls, scrap, etc.)
• PIT at each KMP by weight
• Operator/IAEA share the
accounting data (NDA, DA,
weight)
• Surveillance
MBA 2

Item Handling

DUPIC Bundles
Output (NDA)

MBA 3

FIG. 6. Nuclear material accounting scheme of DUPIC fuel fabrication facility.
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TABLE 7: PATHWAY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET TO BE USED FOR THE DUPID FUEL FAVLICATION
FACILITY
Target
Target
ID in
description
Table 6

2

Spent PWR
fuel rod cuts

Diversion
point

Diversion
means or
device

After
External
shearing step shielded
(MBA 2)
containers

Safeguards
measures to
be applied
Cameras,
DA, NDA,
weighing

Cladding
hull
baskets

3

Spent PWR
After
fuel pellets or
decladding
fuel material
(MBA 2)
left in the hulls

Cladding
hull
baskets

Cameras,
DA, NDA,
weighing

External
shielded
containers

*

Pathway
description
-Use dummy
rod cuts and
remove real
rod cuts in
shielded
containers
- Overstate
MUF for the
spent fuel
material stuck
on spent fuel
cladding hulls
-Use dummy
fuel pellets
and remove
real fuel
pellets in
cladding hull
baskets
-Use dummy
pellets
- Declare
MUF to
divert real
fuel pellets in
external
shielded
containers

4

Spent PWR
fuel powder
feed stock for
sintering

After
OREOX
processes
(MBA 2)

External
shielded
canisters

Cameras,
DA, NDA,
weighing

-Use dummy
fuel powder

5

Sintered
DUPIC fuel
pellets

Before
Welding
stage
(MBA 2)

External
shielded
canisters

Cameras,
NDA,
weighing

-Use dummy
fuel pellets

6

Sintered
DUPIC fuel
elements

Before
Welding
stage
(MBA 2)

External
shielded
canisters

Cameras,
NDA,
weighing

-Use dummy
fuel elements

7

Fresh DUPIC
fuel bundles

Maintenance Transport
cell (MBA 3) baskets

Cameras,
Item
counting,
visual
inspection

- Use dummy
fuel bundles

Proliferator actions
1) Introduce dummy fuel rod cuts into
MBA-2
2) Remove the real rod cuts in external
shielded containers to the parking lot
outside of the facility
1) Overstate amount of fuel material
stuck on inside of the hulls
2) Discard hulls as waste
3) Recollect nuclear material from
discarded hulls at a undercover facility
1) Introduce dummy fuel pellets into
MBA-2
2) Remove the real pellets in cladding
hull baskets to the parking lot outside
of the facility
1) Introduce dummy fuel pellets into
MBA-2
2) Declare MUF
3) Remove the real pellets in external
shielded containers to the parking lot
outside of the facility

1) Introduce dummy fuel powder into
MBA-2
2) Remove the real fuel powder to
outside of the facility using external
shielded containers
1) Introduce dummy sintered fuel
pellets into MBA-2
2) Insert dummy fuel pellets into the
cladding tubes
3) Remove the sintered pellets in
shielded containers to the parking lot
outside of the facility
1) Introduce dummy DUPIC fuel
elements into MBA-2
2) Replace real fuel elements with
dummy ones
3) Remove real fuel elements in
shielded containers to the parking lot
outside of the facility
1) Use heavy truck and trailer to move
basket containers
2) Fool or disable the IAEA cameras
3) Replace a fresh DUPIC fuel basket
with slightly enriched fresh CANDU
fuel imbedded with radiation source
such as 252Cf
4) Compromise the inventory
measurement records with dummy
fuels

A: Abrupt diversion, P: Protracted diversion.
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3) Transport of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from DUPIC fuel fabrication facility to CANDU
power station (Table 8)
TABLE 8: PATHWAY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET TO BE USED FOR TRANSPORT OF DUPIC FUEL
BUNDLES FROM DUPIC FUEL FABRICATION FACILITY TO CANDU POWER STATION
Target
ID in
Table 6)

Target
description

7

Fresh DUPIC
fuel bundles in
transport
basket
containers

Diversion
point
During
transport

Diversion
means of
devices
Transport
basket
containers

Safeguards
measures to
be applied
Application
of seals,
item
counting

Pathway
description
- Diversion
during
transport

Proliferator actions
1) Replace fresh DUPIC fuel bundles
in transport basket containers with
dummy fuel bundles
2) Compromise the inventory with
dummy fuel basket containers

4) CANDU power plant (Table 9)
Only steady state operation is considered for the pathway analysis. When the fresh DUPIC
fuel bundles arrive at the CANDU power plant, they are counted and stored in the fuel racks
located at the bottom of the spent fuel storage bay, and remotely loaded into the channels of
the reactor core by an operator. DUPIC fuel paths and some safeguard equipment in the
CANDU reactor are shown in Figure 4.
The CANDU-6 reactor has 4560 fuel bundles in its core. During normal operation, eight spent
DUPIC fuel bundles are replaced with fresh DUPIC fuel bundles per day. The fresh fuel
bundles go through remote visual inspection using a mirror attached periscope and dimension
measurement before loading. After a fuel manipulator moves the DUPIC fuel bundles from
the fuel racks to the conveyor, the fuel bundle is transferred to the discharge bay, and the fuel
elevator places the fuel bundle in the fuelling machine. The fuel bundles are remotely loaded
into the fuel channels selected by the operator. The average fuel residence time in the core is
610 days. The fissile content of DUPIC fuel is 1.5 wt% when the fuel is loaded, while it is 0.7
wt% when discharged. During the operation, the integrity of the fuel is monitored by the
radiation level of the coolant when the fuel channel is open for refuelling or inspection. As the
fresh fuel bundles are loaded, the spent fuel bundles are automatically discharged from the
core and transferred to the discharge bay. The spent fuel is then inspected for failure using the
delayed neutron monitoring system and the intact bundles are moved from the discharge bay
to the storage bay through the reception bay. The failed fuel bundles are stored in the
reception bay until the next move.
It is not deemed possible to divert nuclear material from inside the CANDU reactor building
to the outside of the CANDU reactor building without going through the fuel transfer
channels during normal operation. Therefore, potential diversion materials in a CANDU
power plant under normal operation are: (1) fresh DUPIC fuel bundles on the fresh fuel
storage racks, (2) failed DUPIC fuel bundles in the reception bay, or (3) spent DUPIC fuel
bundles on the spent DUPIC fuel storage racks in the spent fuel pool. Because the physical
form of the fuel bundles does not change before and after depletion in the core, there is no
loss of fuel material in each transfer step. The spent fuel bay is continuously monitored by
CCTV, and IAEA inspection is regularly performed to trace spent fuel movement in the spent
fuel storage bay and to measure the inventory of DUPIC fuel, including failed fuel in the
reception bay, by the item counting. The IAEA safeguards approach for a CANDU reactor
includes advance facility information, C/S measures, core discharge monitors, bundle
counters, and surveillance in remote data transmission and in an unattended mode. An
unattended monitoring scheme is also implemented for spent fuel transfers from the fuel
storage bay to dry storage.
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TABLE 9: PATHWAY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET TO BE USED FOR CANDU POWER STATION
Target
ID in
Table 6

Target
description

Diversion point

Diversion
means or
devices

7

Fresh DUPIC
fuel bundles

Fresh DUPIC
fuel storage
racks

Storage
basket
containers

8

Spent DUPIC
fuel bundles

Reception bay

Sealed
storage
containers

8

Spent DUPIC
fuel bundles

Spent fuel
storage racks

Transport
basket
containers

Safeguards
measures to be
applied

Pathway
description

Proliferator actions

1) Fool or disable the IAEA
cameras
2) Replace fresh DUPIC fuel
baskets with the baskets of
slightly enriched fresh CANDU
fuel bundles
3) Compromise the inventory
measurement records with
dummy fuels bundles
4) Use heavy truck and trailer to
move basket containers
1) Fool or disable the IAEA
cameras
2) Replace failed DUPIC fuel
- Intentionally
Seals,
bundle containers with dummy
classify DUPIC
Cameras, NDA
fuel bundle containers
fuel in channel
with gross
‘failed’ and store 3) Compromise the inventory
neutron
measurement records with
in sealed
monitoring
dummy fuel bundles
containers
4) Use heavy truck and trailer to
move containers
1) Fool or disable the IAEA
cameras
2) Replace spent DUPIC fuel
- Use dummy fuel bundles with slightly enriched
fresh CANDU fuel bundles
bundle baskets
Seals, cameras,
imbedded with radiation source
and remove
NDA with
such as 252Cf to cheat the reDUPIC fuel
gross neutron
bundles in
verification tubes
monitoring
shielded
3) Compromise the inventory
containers
measurement records with
dummy fuels
4) Use heavy truck and trailer to
move basket containers
- Replace a fresh
DUPIC fuel
basket with fresh
CANDU fuel
Seals, cameras,
imbedded with
NDA with
radiation source
gross neutron
monitoring

During normal operation, it is difficult to distinguish fresh DUPIC fuel from spent DUPIC
fuel by the core discharge monitor through neutron and gamma radiation measurement. The
bundle counter in the discharge bay cannot distinguish between movements of fresh or spent
fuel. Therefore, dummy fuel bundles could be used to replace fresh/spent DUPIC fuel bundles
for diversion. That is, the fresh DUPIC fuel bundles could be replaced with fresh CANDU
fuel embedded with a radiation source like 252Cf or 137Cs. Likewise, spent DUPIC fuel and
failed DUPIC fuel could be replaced with dummy spent fuel bundles. Dummy fuel bundles
are used during maintenance of the fuelling machine and system. During either normal or
abnormal operation, there is no way that fuel bundles are repositioned without using the
fuelling machine. Passage to the reactor building is through the equipment door and through
the spent fuel transfer canal. Failed fuel bundles are put into sealed containers and stored in
the reception bay for a longer period.
5) Transport of spent DUPIC fuel bundles from CANDU power station to an interim storage
(Table 10)
As in the scenario for transporting fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from the DUPIC fuel fabrication
facility to the CANDU power station, the host State will fake an accident to divert spent
DUPIC fuel bundles in transport casks.
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TABLE 10: PATHWAY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET TO BE USED FOR TRANSPORT OF SPENT DUPIC
FUEL BUNDLES FROM CANDU POWER STATION TO AN INTERIM STORAGE FACILITY
Target
ID in
(Table
6

Target
description

Spent DUPIC
fuel bundles

8

Diversion
point

Diversion Safeguards
means or measures to
devices
be applied

Application
During
Transport
of seals,
marine
basket
item
transportation containers
counting

Proliferator
actions

Pathway description

1) Fake a collision of boats at
sea
2) Declare loss of spent fuel
transport basket containers
- Fake an
3) Replace the recovered fuel
accident at sea bundle basket containers with
dummy fuel basket containers
4) Compromise the inventory
measurement records with
dummy fuel bundle baskets

6) Analysis of an interim dry storage facility (Table 11)
As the transport basket containers arrive at the away-from-reactor storage, they are counted,
inspected, and stored in silos or dry vaults. They will be inspected regularly for inventory
verification. The storage vaults would have safeguards barriers similar to the on-site spent
fuel pool at the CANDU power station. They are continuously monitored by the CCTV and
IAEA inspection is regularly performed to trace any spent fuel movement in the storage
facility. Therefore, the diversion pathway would be similar to that of the on-site dry storage
facility of the CANDU power station.
TABLE 11: PATHWAY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET FOR AN INTERIM DRY STORAGE FACILITY
Target
ID in
Table 6

8

Target
description

Diversion
point

Spent DUPIC
fuel bundles
Silos or dry
in storage
vaults
baskets

Diversion
means or
devices
External
transport
basket
containers

Safeguards
measures to
be applied
Seals,
cameras,
NDA with
gross
neutron
monitoring

Pathway
description
Use dummy
fuel bundles
in order to
cheat the reverification
tubes

Proliferator actions
1) Fool or disable the IAEA
cameras
2) Use heavy truck and trailer
to move basket containers
3) Compromise the inventory
measurement records with
dummy fuels

3.6. SUMMARY OF COARSE ACQUISITION/DIVERSION FROM THE DUPIC FUEL
CYCLE
Potential diversion scenarios listed in Table 6 have been examined to identify plausible
diversion pathways with consideration of exit locations, physical and design barriers to
removal of targets, and any safeguards barriers. Intrinsic features were intentionally not
considered in the table, but when determining the barrier function of intrinsic features, it
should be considered whether the feature is:
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•

relevant to the pathway considered.

•

associated with the level of assessment (see Figure 2).

4. D
DETAILE
ED PATHWAY AN
NALYSIS FOR
F
DIV
VERSION
N OF FRE
ESH
DUPIIC FUEL
L FROM STORAG
S
GE POOL
L
The divversion of nuclear
n
matterial from the fresh DUPIC
D
fuell storage baay was seleected for
detailedd pathway annalysis.
4.1. DE
ESIGN AND
D PROCES
SS INFORM
MATION OF
O FUEL STORAGE
S
POOL OF DUPIC
FUEL C
CYCLE
Design and proceess information of thee storage pool
p
from the
t referennce plant, Wolsong
W
CANDU
U-6 power plant unit 1, was usedd to analyse the diversion pathwaay of fresh
h DUPIC
fuel bunndles from the
t fresh fueel storage bbay, as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

•

IIt is assum
med that fressh DUPIC fuel bundlees fabricated in a fuel fabrication
n facility
w
with a throughput of 400
4 MTHM
M/a are storred in the fu
uel storage pool of a CANDU
C
ppower plannt. The CAN
NDU powerr reactor haas the same technical sspecification
ns as the
W
Wolsong CANDU-6 power plant unit 1.
T
The fuel stoorage pool consists off two bays, one for freesh DUPIC fuel bundlees (fresh
D
DUPIC fueel bay) whicch will be looaded onto the CANDU
U power reeactor at thee loading
rrate of eighht bundles per
p day, annd another for
f spent DUPIC fuel bundles disscharged
ffrom the CA
ANDU pow
wer plant (sppent DUPIC
C fuel bay).
W
When freshh DUPIC fu
uel bundles arrive at th
he CANDU power plannt, they are counted
aand stored on
o the fuel trays
t
storedd in the fresh
h DUPIC fu
uel bay.
E
Eight fresh DUPIC fueel bundles aare loaded daily
d
onto the
t DUPIC reactor thro
ough the
eexisting sppent fuel discharge rooute, which
h requires a stringentt fuel management
sschedule. These
T
fresh
h DUPIC ffuel bundlees are subjject to visuual inspecttion and
ddimension measuremeent before lloading. A fuel manip
pulator trannsports them
m to the
D
DUPIC reaactor core th
hrough the ddischarge bay,
b
i.e. in the
t reverse way to disccharging
sspent DUPIIC fuel from
m the reactoor to the storrage pool. The
T averagee fuel residence time
iin the core is 610 day
ys. The fissiile content of the DUP
PIC fuel is 1.5 wt% when
w
it is
lloaded, whiile it is 0.7 wt%
w when ddischarged.
T
The spent DUPIC
D
fuell from the reeactor is traansported to
o the dischaarge bay, theen to the
sspent fuel bay
b in the storage poool. The disccharged speent DUPIC fuel will, after six
yyears coolinng in the pool, be trannsported to the dry sto
orage facilitty via a heaavy-duty
ttruck until a decision
n has been made for it to be seent to the rrepository for
f final
ddisposal.
F
Figure 7 shhows materiial flow at the CAND
DU power plant, includding designaated key
m
measurement points (K
KMPs) for safeguards purposes: one materiaal balance area
a
and
sseveral KM
MPs — five flow
f
KMPss and four in
nventory KM
MPs are as ffollows:

Flow KM
MPs
o KMP 1: measuring the receiipt of nucleear material from outsside the MBA,
M
i.e.
receipt of fresh fu
uel from thhe fuel man
nufacturing plant. It caan be receipt from
abroad (RF)
(
or dom
mestic receip
ipt (RD).
o KMP 2:: measuring
g the daily oon-loading rate
r of fresh
h fuel to the reactor core.
o KMP 3:: measuring
g the discharrge rate of spent
s
DUPIIC fuel from
m the reacto
or core to
the spennt fuel storaage pool.
o KMP 4: measuring
g the flow ooutside the plant,
p
shipp
ping abroad (SF) or shiipping to
a domesstic destinattion (SD).
o KMP 5:: measuring
g the flow off spent fuel to the dry storage
s
facillity, KMP D.
D
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FIG
IG. 7: Materrial flow of D
DUPIC fueel at CANDU
U power plaant.
Inventorry KMPs
o KMP A:
A reactor co
ore zone
o KMP B:
B fuel storag
ge area.
o KMP C:
C other areaas where nuuclear materrial is stored
d outside thhe above deesignated
areas orr dry storagee area.
o KMP D:
D dry storag
ge zone whiich will be in
i operation
n 10 years af
after the pow
wer plant
starts opperation.
o The speent DUPIC fuel storagge pool is assumed
a
to have a storrage capaciity of 26
077 bunndles of speent DUPIC ffuel (460 to
ons heavy metal)
m
whichh is equivaleent to 10
years’ operation,
o
an
nd the freshh fuel bay a storage cap
pacity of 10334 bundles (23 tons
heavy metal)
m
which
h is equivallent to six months’
m
opeeration [4]. In the pool, 24 fuel
bundless are loaded
d on each traay, and 19 loaded
l
trayss are piled uup in a stack
k. Figure
8 showss the physiccal dimensioons of a fresh DUPIC fuel
f bundlee and Table 5 shows
the techhnical speciifications oof spent PW
WR fuel and
d fresh andd spent DUP
PIC fuel
material.

FIG. 8. Physical ddimension off fresh DUP
PIC fuel.
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4.2. IAEA SAFEGUARDS MEASURES APPLICABLE
The technical objectives of IAEA safeguards are the timely detection of the diversion of SQs
of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or
of other nuclear explosive devices, and deterrence of such a diversion by the risk of early
detection [8]. IAEA safeguards, authorized by Article III.A.5 of the IAEA’s Statute, comprise
four functions — accountancy, C/S, inspection/in-field verification, and evaluation of
information — and are based on assessment of the correctness and completeness of a State’s
declared nuclear material and nuclear-related activities. Verification measures include on-site
inspections, visits, and ongoing monitoring and evaluation.
Basically, two sets of measures are carried out in accordance with the type of safeguards
agreements in force with a State. The first set relates to verifying State reports of declared
nuclear material and activities authorized under the comprehensive safeguards agreement
pursuant to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), and are based
largely on nuclear material accountancy, complemented by C/S techniques, such as tamperproof seals and cameras that the IAEA installs at nuclear facilities. The second set adds
measures to strengthen the IAEA’s inspection capabilities. These include those measures
incorporated in an additional protocol, a legal document complementing comprehensive
safeguards agreements [6]. The measures enable the IAEA not only to verify the nondiversion of declared nuclear material but also to provide assurance of the absence of
undeclared nuclear material and activities in a State.
In this study, the IAEA safeguards approach as applied to a typical CANDU reactor [8] is
used for the DUPIC fuelled power plant to evaluate the effectiveness of existing safeguards
barriers to the diversion of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from the fresh DUPIC fuel bay.
4.2.1. IAEA inspections for material control and accounting (MC&A)
The IAEA requires a State to report the types and quantities of nuclear material under its
control via the State System of accounting for and control of nuclear material (SSAC). The
SSAC activities include support for IAEA verification activities, including design information
verification (DIV), physical inventory verification (PIV), ad hoc inspection, regular inspection,
and special inspection. Records and reports that a State provides to the IAEA include:
•

general ledger for each KMP

•

inventory change records

•

physical inventory list

•

material balance report

•

nuclear material transaction report

•

refuelling data

•

location map

•

other information related to MC&A (fuel element history records, burnup data, etc. as
necessary).

The IAEA then carries out its own on-site inspections and visits under the safeguards
agreement in force with a State on the basis of information and reports/records provided by
the State. Activities IAEA inspectors perform during and in connection with on-site
inspections or visits at facilities may include auditing the facility’s accounting and operating
records and comparing these records with the State’s accounting report to the IAEA; verifying
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the nuclear material inventory and inventory changes; taking environmental samples; and
applying C/S measures (e.g. seal application, installation of surveillance equipment and
radiation monitors).
Physical inventory verification by the IAEA of the nuclear material at the power plant is
performed for:
•

fresh DUPIC fuel bundles in the storage bay

•

spent DUPIC fuel bundles in the storage pool

•

spent DUPIC fuel bundles at the dry storage facility.

The IAEA also carries out DIV whenever there is a modification to the facility, and at least
once a year in consideration of the inspection procedures.
4.2.2. Containment and surveillance (C/S) system
In order to provide continuity of knowledge as a complementary measure to MC&A, the
IAEA installs containment and surveillance (C/S) systems at nuclear facilities, such as
tamper-proof seals, radiation monitors and cameras.
(1) Fuel storage area
It is assumed that a surveillance system is installed in the fuel storage pool of the power plant
consisting of a set of surveillance cameras that monitor any movement of fresh/spent fuel in
the fuel storage pool as shown in Figure 4. The collected surveillance data are then verified
against the recorded fuel movement log provided by the facility operators.
(2) Reactor core
Bundles discharged from the core are monitored using radiation detectors. The system records
the movement of high radiation emitting nuclear material. System data in the reactor core are
verified against refuelling data provided by the facility operator using the radiation review
programme.
(3) Transport of spent fuel from storage pool to dry storage facility
Spent fuel stored for more than six years in the fuel storage pool of the power plant are
transported to the dry storage facility, which is located at a difficult-to-access area. An
unattended remote monitoring system is used during the transport of spent DUPIC fuel to the
dry storage as is the case with CANDU power plants. Figure 9 shows the transportation of
spent DUPIC fuel to the dry storage facility.
Spent fuel bundles on trays in the pool are transported to the underwater working table using a
fuel tray lifter, and spent DUPIC fuel bundles are loaded into a storage basket using a fuel
lifting tool. Each of these spent fuel bundles is checked using a CANDU bundle verifier for
baskets (CBVB) and high sensitivity gamma monitor (HSGM) before being loaded into the
storage basket. When the loading of sixty fuel bundles into the storage basket is complete,
two randomly selected fuel bundles are checked again using CBVB and HSGM for gross
defect.
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F
FIG.
9. Tran
nsportation of spent DU
UPIC fuel to
o dry storagge.
Each looaded baskeet is dried in the hot cell area, and
a its iden
ntification nnumber is checked
throughh CCTV beefore weldin
ng. The weelded baskeet is loaded
d into a tran
ansport flask
k and is
transporrted to the dry
d storage via a heavyy-duty truck
k. A cameraa system andd a neutron detector
are attacched to the surface of the
t transporrt flask to continuously
y monitor thhe fuel bask
ket in the
transporrt flask durring transpo
ort to dry sstorage. A metal
m
seal is attachedd to the casse of the
neutronn detector too protect it. During thee IAEA insspection, neeutron detecctor data is verified
against total defectt of a fuel storage baskket in the traansport flassk. A metal seal on thee neutron
detectorr case is alsoo checked for
f tamperinng.
When thhe storage container iss loaded wiith nine basskets, the container
c
caap is welded
d by the
operatorr, then sealed by an IA
AEA inspecctor for con
ntinuity of knowledge.
k
Fingerprin
nts of the
canisterr for nine baaskets are then recordeed using thee spent CAN
NDU fuel ffinger-printer at dry
storage,, and storedd in the com
mputer for fu
future verification purp
poses. The sspectrum off 137Cs is
also meeasured at a randomlly selected point of the
t canisterr to reinfoorce the fin
ngerprint
informaation.
4.3. ST
TATE ACQ
QUISITION
N/DIVERSIION STRA
ATEGY FOR FRESSH DUPIC
C FUEL
BUNDL
LES
In the eexample strrategy that will
w be useed in thisa case study to demonsttrate the ev
valuation
process, the objecttive of the State is to acquire at least 1 SQ of fresh D
DUPIC fuel bundles
ol of the CANDU
C
poower plant for the
from thhe fresh fuuel bay of the fuel sstorage poo
manufaccture of nuuclear explosive devicces. It is assumed
a
that the prolliferant Staate is an
industrialized non--nuclear weeapon State with signifficant resou
urces and teechnical cap
pabilities
for nucllear proliferation, and has concluuded a com
mprehensive safeguardss agreementt and an
additionnal protocoll with IAEA
A.
There arre many patthways for the diversioon of fresh DUPIC
D
fuel. In this stuudy, it was assumed
that the host State covertly diverts fresh DUPIC fueel bundles from
f
the freesh fuel storrage bay
in a storage baskett during norrmal operattion of the CANDU po
ower plant as shown in
n Figure
10. Sincce the fuel storage
s
bask
ket has a caapacity of 60 fuel bund
dles, abrupt diversion would
w
be
the strattegy used by
b the State for the diveersion of 1 SQ of nucleear materiall (1 SQ = ~49
~ fresh
DUPIC fuel bundlees).
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Since the host State is subject to safeguards implementation as a party to a comprehensive
safeguards agreement and additional protocol, it could undertake such actions as tampering
with IAEA surveillance cameras and containment seals, borrowing nuclear material from
other facilities to replace diverted material for the duration of the IAEA inspection period, or
replacing diverted material with material of lower strategic value to reduce the probability of
detection through IAEA safeguards activities. Such action may begin before the removal of
material and may be continued over a considerable time.
Initiating
Event

Operational
State

Normal
Attempt
Maintenance
Repair
Testing

Diversion
Place

Process

Diversion
Means

Diversion
Strategy

Reactor core
Reception bay
Daily refueling
Fresh fuel bay
Spent fuel bay

Storage
Storage basket
basket

Storage
Ext. container

Abrupt
Protracted
Abrupt
Protracted

FIG. 10. Diversion scenario for fresh DUPIC fuel bundles in CANDU power plant.
4.4. EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM FOR DIVERSION OF FRESH DUPIC FUEL
BUNDLES FROM STORAGE BAY
The State has two scenarios for the concealed diversion of 60 fresh DUPIC fuel bundles:
namely, the first scenario by replacing diverted material with material of lower strategic value
(Cs-implemented natural uranium fuel), and the second without replacing the diverted
material.
The first scenario (Scenario-1) for the diversion of 1 SQ of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from
the spent fuel storage bay of the Power plant can be described as a sequential pathway:
Segment-1: Bring in 60 dummy DUPIC fuel bundles (Cs-implanted natural uranium fuel)
in a shielded storage basket into the storage pool through the extension building.
Segment-2: Put the fuel storage basket with dummy fuel on the workstation at the bottom
of the fuel storage pool through the basket welding station in the storage pool area.
Segment-3: Transport three trays of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles to the underwater
workstation.
Segment-4: On the underwater workstation, replace the dummy DUPIC fuel bundles in the
storage basket with the fresh DUPIC fuel bundles transported from the fresh fuel storage
bay using a fuel lifting tool.
Segment-5: Transport three trays of dummy DUPIC fuel bundles back to the fresh DUPIC
fuel bay.
Segment-6: Take the loaded storage basket out of the pool area to the extension building
through the basket welding station.
Segment-7: Transport the loaded storage basket from the extension building to the outside
parking lot using a heavy-duty truck.
Figure 11 shows the Scenario-1 for the diversion of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from the
storage bay.
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The second scenario (Scenario-2) is without replacing the diverted material, i.e. selective
diversion of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from the trays in the storage bay, the capacity of which
is more than 1300 fresh DUPIC fuel bundles. The sequential pathway would be:
Segment-1: Transport fuel bundle storage trays using the bridge crane to a convenient
place in the pool.
Segment-2: Take out one fuel bundle from each tray and put it in the storage basket using
the fuel lifting tool.
Segment-3: Return the fuel trays to the original place using the bridge crane.
(Repeat this process until there are enough (60) fresh DUPIC fuel bundles loaded into
the storage basket)
Segment-4: Take the loaded storage basket out of the pool area to the extension building
through the basket welding station.
Segment-5: Transport the loaded storage basket from the extension building to the outside
parking lot using a heavy-duty truck.
This second scenario may take longer to finish than the first one. In the current case study,
only the first scenario is analysed.

Surveillance cameras
in the extension building
Surveillance cameras
in the storage pool area

Transport 3 trays of fresh
DUPIC fuel bundles from
the fresh fuel storage bay
to the underwater
workstation

Transport fake DUPIC fuel
(Cs implanted CANDU fuel)
in a shielded storage basket onto
the underwater workstation
in the storage pool

On the workstation, replace
the fake DUPIC fuel bundles in the
shielded storage basket with
the fresh DUPIC fuel bundles
transported from the fresh fuel
storage bay (required time = ~1 hr)

Surveillance camera for bridge
crane in the storage pool area
Underwater cameras 1 & 2

Transport 3 trays of fake
DUPIC fuel bundles to the
fresh fuel storage bay
Surveillance cameras
in the storage pool area

Surveillance cameras
for the fuel lifting tool
and bridge crane in the
storage pool area

Surveillance cameras for the fuel
lifting tool in the storage pool
Underwater cameras 1 & 2

Surveillance cameras
in the storage pool area

Load the storage basket
into the shielded flask
in the work station area

Transport the flask out of
the extension building

A seal applied to the neutron
monitor on the flask

Surveillance cameras
in the extension building

FIG. 11. Scenario-1 for diversion of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles from storage bay.
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4.5. DETAILED ACQUISITION/DIVERSION PATHWAY ANALYSIS FOR FRESH
DUPIC FUEL FROM DUPIC FUEL STORAGE POOL, BY USING USER
REQUIREMENTS 1, 2 AND 3
In order to evaluate the multiplicity and robustness of barriers against proliferation, the PR
characteristics of each segment along the selected pathway, Diverting Fresh DUPIC Fuel
Bundles from the DUPIC Fuel Storage Pool, were identified and analysed according to User
Requirements 1, 2 and 3 of the INPRO PR methodology. The INPRO PR Manual [1] should
be consulted to determine explanations for table results.
In the subsequent tables, the yellow indicates which criteria apply to the considered pathway.
The ratings in the text are relative to the other items evaluated for the level under
consideration (State, INS, or facility) rather than suggesting an absolute quantitative result. In
addition, the relative importance of each evaluation parameter is not expressed in the tables.
4.5.1. Evaluation of UR1 on the State’s commitments and implementation
Compliance with User Requirement 1 (UR1), State’s obligations, policies and commitments,
has considerable impact on the PR of an INS. On the one hand, it demonstrates a State’s
compliance with non-proliferation commitments and, on the other hand, it establishes the
tools to detect non-compliance at the State and INS/facility levels. UR1 has two criteria:
criterion 1.1 (CR1.1) Legal Framework and criterion 1.2 (CR1.2) Institutional Structural
Arrangements at the State level. CR1.1 asks the State to establish a sufficient legal framework
addressing international non-proliferation, i.e. ensuring the adequacy of the State’s
commitment, obligations and policies regarding non-proliferation, and CR1.2 determines if
the implementation is adequate to fulfil international standards in the non-proliferation regime.
UR1 also addresses the capability of the IAEA to detect undeclared nuclear material and
activities. In Table 12, the yellow boxes indicate which entries apply to the selected pathway.
There is no indication of relative importance.
It was assumed that the host State was a party to the NPT and other non-proliferation-related
international conventions and treaties. Therefore, indicator 1.1.5 is not applicable. The State
had a comprehensive safeguards agreement based on IAEA/INFCIRC/153 and an additional
protocol based on IAEA/INFCIRC/540 in force. It was also assumed that the State was a
Party to a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (NWFZ) treaty and had established legal instruments
for nuclear export and import control, as a contracting party to such international regimes as
the Nuclear Suppliers Group, Zangger Committee and Wassenar Arrangement on export
control for conventional arms, dual use goods, and nuclear material and technology.
It was assumed that the State had been operating several PWR reactors, CANDU reactors, and
DUPIC reactors. The State was also assumed to have an SSAC in place, and may be under a
regional safeguards accounting and control regime. The assumption of no multilateral
ownership or control of the DUPIC fuel cycle system was assumed. Commercial, legal and
institutional arrangements were assumed to be in force with other States for access to nuclear
material and nuclear energy systems. The State had the technical capability to build and
operate the DUPIC fuel cycle system. The State was also assumed to have no recorded
violation of non-proliferation commitments.
•
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On the basis of this evaluation, the State is in compliance with all aspects of UR1
concerning legal framework and institutional structural arrangements. However, not
all evaluation parameters are relevant for the detailed pathway considered in this study.

TABLE 12: EVALUATION TABLE FOR INPRO USER REQUIREMENT 1 (YELLOW BOXES INDICATE
ENTRIES APPLICABLE TO THIS PATHWAY)
Basic Principle: PR intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycle for INS to help
ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme. Both
intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be considered sufficient by itself.
User requirement UR1: States' commitments, obligations and policies regarding non-proliferation and its implementation
should be adequate to fulfill international standards in the non-proliferation regime.
Indicators

Evaluation Parameter

IN

EP

IN 1.1:
State’s
commitments,
obligations
and policies
regarding
nonproliferation
to fulfil
international
standards.

IN 1.2:
Institutional
structural
arrangements.

Evaluation Scale*

W

S

EP1.1.1: Party to NPT

No

Yes

EP1.1.2: Party to NWFZ treaty.

No

Yes

EP1.1.3: Safeguards agreements according to the NPT in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.4: Additional protocol in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.5: For those who are not party to the NPT or other
safeguards agreement(e.g. INFIRC/66) in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.6: Export control policies of NM and nuclear technology

No

Yes

EP1.1.7: RSAC in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.8: SSAC in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.9: Relevant international conventions/treaties in force

No

Yes

EP1.1.10: Recorded violation of non-proliferation commitments.

Yes

No

EP1.2.1: Multilateral ownership, management or control of an NES
(multilateral, multinational).

No

Yes

EP1.2.2: International dependency with regard to fissile material
and nuclear technology.

No

Yes

EP1.2.3: Commercial, legal or institutional arrangements that
control access to NM and INS.

No

Yes

N/A

Acceptance
Limit
(AL)

AL1.1: Yes,
in
accordance
with
international
standards

AL1.2: Yes**

*

W = Weak; S= Strong; N/A = Not Applicable (this is only for EP that may not be relevant because the treaty or
commitment is not available for the country being assessed).
** Note that this AL is deemed to have been met (‘Yes’) despite two negative results and one positive result in the
assessment of Evaluation Parameters. The reason for this is the relative significance of EP 1.2.3 (the one positive result
within IN 1.2) to current standards of international safeguards. This result suggests the need for further guidance on
completing EP assessments in the INPRO manual.

4.5.2. Evaluation of UR2 on attractiveness of nuclear material (fresh DUPIC fuel) and
technology
User Requirement 2 (UR2) states that the INS should have low attractiveness of nuclear
material and technology for use in a nuclear weapons programme. This user requirement
refers to key proliferation barriers related to material and technology characteristics at the
facility level. The role of the INPRO assessor is to determine whether an INS has achieved a
level of attractiveness that is acceptably low by assessing the corresponding criteria. The
attractiveness of nuclear material is determined by two intrinsic features: the conversion time
and the total mass needed to achieve 1 SQ of nuclear material that is directly usable in a
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nuclear explosive device. The attractiveness of nuclear material increases with shorter
conversion time of the acquired material and by smaller mass of acquired nuclear material
needed to form 1 SQ that is directly usable.
It was again observed that not all evaluation parameters were relevant for the detailed
pathway considered in this study. Currently UR2 is presented in a table that describes the
proliferation target material in the system, regardless of the level of evaluation
(State/INS/facility), but not a specific proliferation target material for specific pathways. The
assessment table should provide a means for identifying the target being described in a
pathway, and therefore an additional column could be added: Not applicable to pathway or
level of assessment. The proliferator’s strategy will determine the level of detail. Therefore,
the tables should reflect the impact of State capabilities on the strength of proliferation
barriers to address the different assessment levels. The table should be self-documenting. This
process could be performed at higher level in the early design phases, with updates as the
design matures.
In the case of fresh DUPIC fuel with PuO2 which is an irradiated direct use material with the
content of 238Pu at less than 80%, the conversion time to get weapons usable material is on the
order of months (1~3) and the SQ is 8kg plutonium. Table 6 above shows the plutonium
isotopic vector for fresh DUPIC fuel, indicating that the number of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles
(~18 kg HM/bundle) required for 1 SQ is 49. The design data of the fresh DUPIC fuel storage
bay were defined in Section 4.1 as follows:
1) The storage capacity of the fresh DUPIC fuel bay is 23 MTHM (1304 fuel bundles),
equivalent to six months operation.
2) The storage capacity for the spent DUPIC fuel in the ponds and dry storage is 460 MTHM
(26 077 bundles), equivalent to 10 years of normal operation.
3) Daily refuelling rate is eight bundles.
Based on the fresh DUPIC fuel isotopic vector and the fresh DUPIC fuel storage bay design
data, the factors involved in the assessment of indicators for UR2 for fresh DUPIC fuel are:
1) Indicator 2.1, material quality:
A. Material type/category: Fresh DUPIC fuel is of the same material type as PWR spent
fuel so that it is irradiated direct use material.
B. In fresh DUPIC fuel, the weight per cent of 239Pu is around 59.9 % (see Table 6) and it
is considered irradiated direct use material.
C. Radiation field: the dose rate of a fresh DUPIC fuel bundle at 1 metre distance is
around 15 rem/hr so it is considered to present a ‘weak’ barrier.
D. Heat generation: the content of 238Pu in fresh DUPIC fuel is about 1.7 weight per cent.
E. For plutonium, spontaneous neutron production depends on the relative concentration
of even-mass plutonium isotopes, (240Pu and 242Pu) / Pu. For DUPIC fuel the ratio is ~31 %
for even mass Pu divided by total Pu, and spontaneous neutron production is considered a
weak barrier.
2) Indicator 2.2 on material quantity:
In the current version of the INPRO PR Manual, material quantity is evaluated in terms of
the mass (kg), number of items to obtain 1 SQ, and number of SQs involved during
material stock or flow:
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A. Mass of an item: this evaluation parameter evaluates how easily an item could be
removed from the process with or without using special equipment. If the mass of an item
is heavier, its PR barrier is stronger. Otherwise it is weaker. For the current case, the mass
of a fuel bundle is 17.64 kg. Not a strong barrier.
B. Mass of bulk material: this parameter evaluates how much material must be removed
from the process to get 1 SQ. As indicated in Table 6, the mass of fresh DUPIC fuel for 1
SQ is 867 kg. For the example here, this is a stronger barrier than the mass of an item
C. Number of items for 1 SQ: this parameter evaluates the number of items of nuclear
material (throughput) in terms of SQ. More throughput per period of time implies a weaker
barrier to diversion; lower throughput per period of time implies a stronger barrier to
diversion. In the fresh DUPIC fuel storage bay, enough material is stored to constitute a
lower barrier.
3) Indicator 2.3 on material classification:
The material form refers to the extent and difficulty of the chemical process required to
separate weapon-usable material from accompanying diluents and contaminants, and
convert it to metallic form. For illustrative purposes, suggested metrics of
chemical/physical form are the categories of metal, oxide/solution compound, spent fuel
and waste. In this study, fresh DUPIC fuel is classified as spent fuel because it is composed
of spent fuel from which the fission products and actinides have not been removed.
4) Indicator 2.4 on attractiveness of nuclear technology:
Nuclear technology can be used for the production of weapon-usable material. The
evaluation parameters for the attractiveness of nuclear technology include enrichment,
extraction of fissile material and irradiation capability (such as reactor/accelerator) of
undeclared fertile material. However, in case of fresh DUPIC fuel storage bay, none of
these parameters are applicable because the whole process in the fresh fuel storage
employs no such technology as chemical or irradiation processes at all and the fresh fuel
has not changed its original form.
Table 13 shows the applicable evaluation parameters for the case study for the fresh DUPIC
fuel storage bay for the selected acquisition path, highlighted in yellow. Again, this table does
not show the results of the assessment, but the questions under consideration. All values are
relative and there is no indication of the relative weights.
The technology developer should consider the indicators shown above with the goal of
keeping the material attractiveness of the INS under development low. The attractiveness of
fresh DUPIC fuel and nuclear technology, associated with the storage system, is considered
acceptably low, because it is of similar material quality, quantity and classification to spent
PWR fuel.
With regard to lessons learned about improving the assessment tool, it should be noted that:
•

material quality and material classification overlap in many reader’s minds. Clear
guidance as well as the results of the analysis must be documented.

•

uranium is also present in spent fuel, so the assessment must also consider the
chemical/physical form of the uranium.

•

the concept of 240Pueffective has been useful in describing the neutron output of various
plutonium isotopic distributions.
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TABLE 13: EVALUATION TABLE NECESSARY FOR INPRO USER REQUIREMENT 2; YELLOW
HIGHLIGHTS INDICATE PARAMETERS OF CONCERN, NOT NECESSARILY RESULTS
Basic Principle: PR intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycle for INS to
help ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons
programme. Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be considered sufficient by itself.
User requirement UR2: The attractiveness of nuclear material and technology in an INS for a nuclear weapons
programme should be low.
Indicators
IN
IN 2.1:
Material
quality

Evaluation Parameter
EP
EP2.1.1: Material type/ category
EP2.1.2:
Isotopic
composition

W

M

S

VS

UDU

IDU

LEU

NU

DU

(59.9) > 50

Pu/Pu (wt %)
Ucontam. for
U (ppm)

< 400

EP2.1.3:
Radiation field

Dose (mGy/hr)
at 1 metre

< 150

EP2.1.4: Heat
generation

238

233

EP2.1.5:
Spontaneous
neutron

< 50

400~1000

1000~2500 2500~25000

> 25,000

150~350

350 ~ 1000 1000~10000

> 10000

(1.7) < 20

Pu/Pu (wt %)

(240Pu+ 242Pu) /
Pu (wt %)

(~30)**
10~100
(17.64 kg)

100~500

500~1000

>1000

EP2.2.1b: Mass of bulk material
for SQ (dilution) (kg)

10

10~100

100~500

500~1000

>1000

EP2.2.2: No. of items for SQ

1

1~10

10~50 (49)

50~100

>100

EP2.2.3: No. of SQs (material
stock or flow)

>100

50~100

10~50

10~1

<1

Oxide/
Solution
Oxide/
Solution
Oxide/
Solution

U
compounds
Pu
compounds
Th
compounds

Spent fuel

Waste

Spent fuel

Waste

Spent fuel

Waste

U

Metal

Pu

Metal

Thorium

Metal

EP2.4.3: Irradiation capability of
undeclared fertile material

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

AL2.2:
Attractiveness
considered in
design of INS
acceptably low
based on expert
judgment (EJ)?

AL2.3:
Attractiveness
considered in
design of INS
acceptably low
based on expert
judgment (EJ)?

AL2.4:
Attractiveness
of technology
considered in
design and
found
acceptably low
on basis of
expert
judgment?

VW = Very Weak, W = Weak; M = Moderate, S= Strong, VS = Very Strong; It was determined that the mixture of 5column and 2-column headings within the Evaluation Scale assessment is confusing to the first-time user, and perhaps
could be clarified in future revisions of the INPRO PR Manual.

** The Pu-238, Pu-240, and Pu-242 content depends strongly on Pu-239 content (see EP 2.1.2).
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AL2.1:
Attractiveness
considered in
design of INS
acceptably low
based on expert
judgment (EJ)?

> 20

10

EP2.4.1: Enrichment
IN 2.4:
Nuclear
technology EP2.4.2: Extraction of fissile
material

Acceptance
Limit
(AL)

(150mGy/hr γ)

EP2.2.1a: Mass of an item (kg)

IN 2.3:
EP2.3.1:
Material
Chemical/
classificati physical form
on

*

VW

239

232

IN 2.2:
Material
quantity

Evaluation Scale*

4.5.3. Evaluation of UR3 on detectability and difficulty of diversion of nuclear material
User Requirement 3 (UR3) asks for reasonable difficulty and detectability of diversion of
nuclear material, and is to be fulfilled by the technology holder (developer) at the facility
level. UR3 must be seen in the context of UR1 that provides the necessary framework to
implement safeguards. The evaluation parameters of UR3 have, in principle, similar issues as
those of UR2, and the results in the assessment matrix table should be related to a specific
acquisition pathway and material. All assessments concerning barriers and diversion difficulty
should be related to specific proliferator actions. The specific equipment and C/S measures
involved should be addressed in the evaluation of UR3 for specific acquisition pathways and,
therefore, this UR is associated with Safeguards by Design.
Attractiveness of nuclear material and nuclear technology in an INS for a weapons
programme (UR2) and the detectability and difficulty of diversion of nuclear material (UR3)
are not independent parameters. Attractiveness of an INS (or component thereof) decreases
with an increase in detectability/difficulty of diversion of nuclear material. Indicators (barriers
against proliferation) defined under UR2 that might be weak at facility level can paradoxically
increase e.g. the detectability of unrecorded movements of nuclear material. Therefore, some
of the characteristics of nuclear material and technology discussed in UR2 are also relevant
for UR3.
On the basis of the above analysis, the PR indicators and evaluation parameters in User
Requirement 3 for the specific acquisition/diversion pathway of the fresh DUPIC fuel from
the storage bay are rationalized as follows:
1) Indicator 3.1 on accountability:
A. For the verification of the status of the material accounting data, the IAEA must be
able to derive a statement of MUF, and a statistical limit of error for the MUF.
B. However, there is no MUF for fresh DUPIC fuel bundles because the inspector
measurement capability for fresh DUPIC fuel bundles in the storage pool is item counting
complemented with a qualitative passive non-destructive assay (NDA) method; i.e. the
physical inventory of fresh DUPIC fuel bundles in the storage is verified using item
counting and qualitative NDA based on the sample size and sampling plan.
2) Indicator 3.2 on amenability for C/S and monitoring systems:
A. This indicator considers the related evaluation parameters to monitor the nuclear
material movement, and requires detailed acquisition pathway analysis for the installation
of C/S measures.
B. The use of C/S measures is aimed at verifying information on the movement of
nuclear or other material, equipment and samples, or preservation of the integrity of
safeguards-relevant data. In many instances, C/S measures cover the period when the
inspector is absent, thus ensuring the continuity of knowledge for the IAEA and
contributing to the cost effectiveness.
C. The collected C/S data from the system can be verified using the review software
program against the inventory change report (ICR).
D. In the fresh DUPIC fuel storage bay, an underwater radiation monitoring system can
be installed to check the movement of fresh DUPIC fuel.
3) Indicator 3.3 on detectability of nuclear material:
A. This indicator is evaluated by the nature of the detection system and the nuclear
material to be detected.
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B. The evaluation parameters of the detectability include the possibility to identify
nuclear material by NDA, the hardness of radiation signature and the need for
passive/active mode.
4) Indicator 3.4 on difficulty to modify the process:
A. The difficulty of modifying the process depends on the complexity of the modification,
its cost, safety implications, and the time required to perform it.
B. There are four categories of evaluation parameters addressing the difficulty of
modifying the process.
5) Indicator 3.5 on difficulty to modify facility design:
A. The difficulty of modifying a fuel cycle facility depends on the complexity of the
modification, cost, safety implications, the time required to perform it, and the ease with
which inspectors can detect such modifications.
B. Such a modification might be detected by DIV measures.
6) Indicator 3.6 on detectability of misuse of technology or facilities:
A. Misuse of the INS facilities/technology can be the overproduction of nuclear material
using undeclared material, presence of nuclear material that should not appear in a system
element in accordance with declaration, higher enrichment than declared, and undeclared
irradiation.
B. The probability of detecting such misuse is linked to the transparency of the facility
design and process and to the availability of data.
Table 14 shows the resulting values for the case study for the fresh DUPIC fuel storage bay. It
was assumed that the CANDU power plant had similar safeguards measures in place to those
for the existing CANDU-6 power plant, meeting international standard practice. Also, the
evaluation parameters of UR3 on detectability and difficulty of diversion of nuclear material
have the same general issues as UR2, and the results in the assessment table of the current
INPRO PR Manual should be related to a specific pathway and material and the State
capability. All assessment concerning barriers and diversion difficulty should be related to the
actions involved, and the equipment and C/S measures should be addressed in the evaluation
of UR3 for specific acquisition pathways. In this regard, UR3 criteria could be related to the
safeguards-by-design concept.
The technology developer should consider the indicators shown above with the goal of
keeping the detectability and difficulty of diversion equal to or better than that of existing
designs. For this case study, it can be concluded that the diversion of fresh DUPIC fuel
through the selected pathway from the fresh DUPIC fuel bay is reasonably difficult and
detectable by applying the safeguards tools and measures of the CANDU-6 power plant.
4.6. EVALUATION OF UR4 ON MULTIPLICITY AND ROBUSTNESS OF BARRIERS
AT EACH SEGMENT OF DIVERSION PATHWAY
User Requirement 4 (UR4) asks for the INS to incorporate multiple PR features and measures,
to be implemented by the technology developers in cooperation with PR experts. INPRO has
defined two criteria for user requirement UR4: multiplicity (defence in depth) and robustness
of barriers.
UR4 can be assessed at the State level, the INS level, and the facility level, including facility
specific pathways, although different issues are involved. Some of the characteristics of
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nuclear material and technology discussed in UR2 and detectability and difficulty of diversion
in UR3 are integral elements in assessing UR4. In addition, UR1 provides a State-level barrier
against proliferation, the necessary legal framework for implementing safeguards and, in this
context, the evaluation of UR3. The multiplicity of proliferation barriers should be considered
together with their robustness in assessing UR4. Accordingly, the concern is how to
demonstrate the robustness of barriers and how to relate this to State capabilities.
TABLE 14: EVALUATION PARAMETERS FOR INPOR USER REQUIREMENT 3
Yellow highlights indicate parameters of interest, relative ranking is based on expert judgement.
Basic Principle: PR intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycle for INS
to help ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons
programme. Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be considered sufficient by
itself.
User requirement UR3: The diversion of nuclear material should be reasonably difficult and detectable.
Indicators
IN

Evaluation Parameter
EP

IN 3.1:
EP3.1.1:
Accountability σMUF /SQ

VW

W

M

S

Pu or 233U

>2

2~1

1~0.5

0.5~0.1

235

>2

2~1

1~0.5

0.5~0.1

< 0.1

>2

2~1

1~0.5

0.5~0.1

< 0.1

IC only

DA only

Combination
NDA/DA

NDA
active

NDA
passive

U with HEU
235
U with LEU

EP3.1.2: Inspectors’
measurement capability
IN 3.2:
Amenability
for C/S and
monitoring
systems*

Evaluation Scale

EP3.2.1: Amenability of
containment measures
EP3.2.2: Amenability of
surveillance measures
EP3.2.3: Amenability of
other monitoring systems

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Reliable
signature

IN 3.3:
Detectability
of nuclear
material

EP3.3.1: Possibility to
identify nuclear material by
NDA
EP3.3.2: Detectability of
radiation signature

No
reliable
signature

IN 3.4:
Difficulty to
modify the
process

EP3.4.1: Extent of
N/A
automation
EP3.4.2: Availability of data Operators
data
for inspectors
available

Manual
operation

N/A

**

**

EP3.4.3: Transparency of
process
EP3.4.4: Accessibility of
material to inspectors
IN 3.5:
Difficulty to
modify facility
design
IN 3.6:
Detectability
of misuse of
technology or
facilities.

EP3.4.4: Verifiability of
facility design by
inspectors***
EP3.5.1: Possibility to
detect misuse of the
technologies and the INS
facilities for processing of
undeclared nuclear material.

No

VS

Acceptance
Limit (AL)

(0) < 0.1 AL3.1: Based
on expert
judgement
equal or
better than
existing
designs,
meeting int’l
AL3.2=
Based on
expert
judgement
equal or
better than
existing
designs,

AL3.3=
AL3.1

Partial
Full
AL3.4=
automatio automatio AL3.2
**

NRTA
active

Yes

No
No

Yes

AL3.5=
AL3.2
AL3.6=
AL3.2

No

Yes

*

Evaluation of this indicator requires detailed acquisition pathway analysis first; it is related to system elements rather
than to facilities within an INS.
** Detailed scale is illustrative only, and subject to further considerations. This parameter may include standard operator
reporting information flow and NRTA.
*** This parameter is linked to the transparency of design and depends on the willingness of the operator/State to
demonstrate its level of transparency.
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4.6.1. Evaluation of multiplicity of proliferation barriers
Table 15 shows proliferation barriers identified at each segment of the acquisition/diversion
of fresh DUPIC fuel from the CANDU power plant using UR1, UR2 and UR3.
The acceptance limit for the multiplicity requirement of UR4 is that all plausible
acquisition/diversion pathways of the INS (composed of several sequential segments) are or
can be covered by extrinsic measures at the facility/State level and by intrinsic features
compatible with other design requirements. The primary purpose of this indicator is to
encourage designers to incorporate intrinsic features in an INS in order to facilitate the
implementation of safeguards, to decrease the impact of safeguards implementation on the
facility, and to make the INS an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear
weapons programme. Therefore, the assessment procedure and metrics to evaluate Indicator
4.1 on multiplicity of UR 4 should be:
1) Identify proliferation target material and related plausible acquisition/diversion pathways in
an INS using the INPRO approach for acquisition/diversion pathway analysis as shown in
Figure 2 (A case study is shown in Section 3).
2) Carry out detailed pathway analysis for the selected pathway from the plausible
acquisition/diversion pathways (A case study is shown in Section 4.5).
3) In addition to the general tables necessary to perform the requirements by UR1, UR2 and
UR3, identify intrinsic PR features and extrinsic measures existing at each segment of the
selected pathway, i.e. produce a table identifying proliferation barriers based on UR1, UR2
and UR3 for each of the plausible pathways (A case study is shown in Table 15).
4) Evaluate the multiplicity of barriers using expert judgment concerning whether the selected
acquisition pathway is (or can be) covered by extrinsic measures at the facility/State level and
intrinsic features compatible with other design requirements. The scale for evaluating
indicator 4.1 on multiplicity could be the same as in the INPRO PR Manual: W (weak) for
‘No multiple coverage’ and S (strong) for ‘Multiple coverage’ as shown in Table 18.
5) If the answer is ‘weak’ (W), then identify and incorporate additional intrinsic
features/extrinsic measures to enhance the PR with multiple coverage until the final answer is
‘strong’ (S).
6) Repeat the above procedure for all the plausible acquisition pathways until the acceptance
limit is met for each of the plausible acquisition/diversion pathways.
With regard to lessons learned about improving the assessment tool, it should be noted that
clear guidance should be given regarding how to assess substitution of dummy items. The
proliferation concern is the diverted material, not the dummy items. The proper construction
of dummy items is part of the diversion path.
4.6.2. Evaluation of robustness of proliferation barriers
The robustness of proliferation barriers in the context of INPRO PR methodology describes
the effectiveness of acquisition pathway barriers. These are a measure of the difficulty of
defeating proliferation barriers in terms of time and effort. Robustness is not a function of the
number of barriers, or of their individual characteristics, but is an integrated value of the
whole. For example, the difficulty in material handling, if not supplemented by safeguards
measures, would have a very minor effect on the State level diversion compared to the
diversion difficulty and detectability barriers.
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TABLE 15: PARAMETERS FOR ASSESSMENT OF MULTIPLICITY OF PROLIFERATION BARRIERS
AGAINST DIVERSION OF FRESH DUPIC FUEL
Basic Principle: PR intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycle for
INS to help ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons
programme. Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be considered sufficient by
itself.
User requirement UR4: INS should incorporate multiple PR features and measures.
Indicators
IN

Evaluation
Parameter
EP

INPRO User Requirements*
Segment number
and explanation

UR1 on State’s
Commitments

UR 2 on Material
Attractiveness

UR 3 on Diversion
Difficulty and Detectability
(Safeguardability)

Criteria 4.1 Defense in depth
IN 4.1:
The extent
by which
the INS is
covered by
multiple
intrinsic
features
and
measures

1. Segment-1: Bring
EP4.1:
All plausible
in 49 dummy
acquisition
DUPIC fuel
paths are (can
bundles (Cs-137
be) covered by
and Cf-252extrinsic
implanted natural
measures on
uranium fuel) in a
the facility or
storage basket
State level and
(flask) into the
by intrinsic
storage pool
features which
through the flask
are compatible
loading area in the
with other
extension building.
design
requirements.*
(=AL4.1)

1. Material quality 1. Amenability for C/S
1. State’s
barrier: Surveillance
barrier: Cs-137
commitments,
and Cf-252
camera in the
obligations and
implanted dummy
extension building
policies
monitors the use of
DUPIC fuel has a
established in
high radiation and
transport flask and
accordance with
spontaneous
bridge crane to move
international
standards.
neutron field so that the flask.
it requires heavy
2. Institutional
2. Amenability for C/S
shielding, but
and Detectability
structural
barriers: Monitoring
facility is built to
arrangements
on the transport flask
mitigate that issue
in support of PR
monitors any nuclear
have been
2. Material quantity
material inside the
barrier: 49 dummy
considered
flask.
bundles are
accordingly on
required to replace
the basis of
1 SQ fresh DUPIC
expert
fuel.
judgment.

2. Segment-2: Put the
fuel storage basket
with dummy fuel on
the workstation at
the bottom of the
fuel storage pool
through the basket
welding station in
the storage pool
area.

1. Material quality 1. Amenability for C/S
barrier: Dose rate
barrier: Surveillance
of dummy and fresh camera in the storage
DUPIC fuel
pool area monitors
bundles (~150
the use of basket
mSv/hr).
welding station.
2. Amenability for C/S
barrier: CCTV in the
hot cell of the
welding station
monitors any activity
in the drying hot cell.

3. Segment-3:
Transport 3 trays of
fresh DUPIC fuel
bundles to the
underwater
workstation

1. Material quality 1. Amenability for C/S
barrier: dose rate
barrier: Surveillance
of fresh DUPIC fuel cameras monitor
bundles (~150
movement of the fuel
mSv/hr)
tray lifter (bridge
crane).
2. Material quantity
barrier: a bridge
crane needed to
move fuel bundles.
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4. Segment-4: on the
underwater
workstation, replace
the dummy DUPIC
fuel in the storage
basket with the
fresh DUPIC fuel
bundles using a fuel
lifting tool.

1. Material quality
barrier: special
equipment (fuel
lifting tool)
needed.

5. Segment-5:
Transport 3 trays of
dummy DUPIC fuel
bundles back to the
fresh DUPIC fuel
bay.

1. Material quality 1. Amenability for C/S
barrier: dose rate
barrier: Surveillance
of fresh DUPIC
cameras monitor
fuel bundles (~150 movement of the fuel
mSv/hr)
tray lifter.
2. Material quantity
barrier: A bridge
crane needed.
1. Material quality 1. Amenability for C/S
barrier: CCTV in the
and quantity
barriers: dose rate hot cell of the
of fresh DUPIC
welding station
fuel bundles (~150 monitors any basket
mSv/hr) and 49
movement in the
fuel bundles
drying hot cell.
requires heavy
2. Detectability
shielded container
barrier: Monitoring
on the transport flask
monitors any fuel
basket in the flask.
3. Surveillance camera
monitors movement
of the transport flask.

6. Segment-6: Take
the loaded storage
basket from the
pool area to the
extension building
through the basket
welding station.

7. Segment-7:
Transport the
loaded storage
basket from the
extension building
to the outside
parking lot using a
heavy-duty truck

1. Material quantity 1. Amenability for C/S
barrier: The flask
barrier: Surveillance
containing a storage camera in the
basket loaded with
extension building
dummy DUPIC fuel monitors movement
requires a crane to
of a transport flask
transport.
and a heavy duty
truck.
2. Material quantity
barrier: A heavy
duty truck needs to
be used.

* It should be noted that not all the barriers are relevant for the detailed pathway considered.
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1. Amenability for C/S
and detectability
barriers:
Surveillance cameras
monitor the
movement of fuels.
2. Amenability for C/S
barrier: Surveillance
cameras monitor the
use of fuel lifting
tool.
3. Detectability
barrier: NDA
equipment monitors
the movement of fuel.

TABLE 16: EVALUATION OF USER REQUIREMENT 4 – CR 4.1 (MULTIPLICITY)
Basic Principle: PR intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycle for INS
to help ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons
programme. Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be considered sufficient by
itself.
User requirement UR4: INS should incorporate multiple PR features and measures.
CR4.1 Defence in depth
Indicators
IN
IN 4.1:
The extent to
which the INS
is covered by
multiple
intrinsic
features and
measures

Evaluation Parameter
EP
EP4.1:
Analysis of each
plausible acquisition
pathway

Evaluation Scale
W

S

Multiple coverage by
extrinsic measures on the
facility (UR3) and State
level (UR1)

No

Yes

Multiple coverage by
intrinsic features which
are compatible with other
design requirements
(UR2)

No

Yes

Acceptance Limit
AL
AL4.1: According to expert
judgment, all plausible
acquisition paths* are (can be)
covered by extrinsic measures
on the facility and State level
and by intrinsic features which
are compatible with other
design requirements.

* Note: for this example, only 1 of the paths has been assessed to test the methodology.

A State proliferator would have unrestricted access to the entire nuclear facility and the
equipment designed for handling nuclear material. Therefore, the robustness of proliferation
barriers is defined in PRADA as a combination of the barriers described in UR1, UR2 and
UR3, and is measured by determining whether the safeguards goals can be met. However, it
should not be construed as implying that proliferation using a system and its material for
which the safeguards goals can be met is impossible (i.e. the system is proliferation-proof).
The diversion difficulty and detectability required in UR3 (safeguardability) is based on the
effectiveness and efficiency (timeliness) of the IAEA safeguards system framework
established under UR1. Successful evaluation of the robustness of barriers identified in UR4
requires sufficient information on the process and design information of the INS, which will
become available for an INS only as its design progresses. Based on the above rationale, the
proposed approach to evaluate Indicator 4.2 concerning the robustness of proliferation
barriers along the plausible acquisition/diversion pathway is as follows:
1) Evaluate the effectiveness of each proliferation barrier identified by Criteria 4.1 on
multiplicity for each segment of the selected plausible pathway.
2) Evaluate the robustness of multiple barriers along the selected pathway using expert
judgment as to whether the robustness of the barriers would be sufficient to meet the
IAEA safeguards goals. The scale for evaluating indicator 4.2 on robustness could be:
W (weak) for ‘No (safeguards goals cannot be met on all acquisition paths)’ and S
(strong) for ‘Yes (safeguards goals can be met on all acquisition paths)’ as shown in
Table 17.
3) If the answer is W, then identify and incorporate additional intrinsic features/extrinsic
measures to provide or improve the PR until the final answer is S.
4) Repeat the above procedure for all the other plausible acquisition pathways until the
acceptance limit is met for each of the plausible pathways.
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TABLE 117: EVALUA
ATION OF US
SER REQUIR
REMENT 4 – CR
C 4.2 (ROBU
USTNESS)
Basic Priinciple: PR intrrinsic features and extrinsic m
measures shall be implementeed throughout tthe full life cyclle for INS
to help en
nsure that INS will continue to be an unattraactive means to
o acquire fissilee material for a nuclear weapons
programm
me. Both intrin
nsic features an
nd extrinsic meaasures are esseential, and neith
her shall be connsidered sufficcient by
itself.
User requ
uirement UR4: INS should in
ncorporate mulltiple PR featurres and measurres.
CR4.2 Robustness off barriers
Indiicators
IIN

Evaluation Parameter
EP
P

IN4.2: Roobustness of
EP4.2: IAEA saffeguards goals
barriers coovering
each acquuisition
(tiime and quantitty) can be met
path*

Evaluation Scale
S
W
No
o

S
Yes

Acceptance Limit
AL
A
AL4.2: Robustness
R
is sufficiient based
on experrt judgment

* Note: forr this example, only 1 of the paths has been aassessed to test the methodolog
gy.

4.7. EV
VALUATIO
ON OF USE
ER REQUIR
REMENT 5 ON OPTIM
MIZATION
N OF DESIG
GN
The cosst of incorpoorating additional intrinnsic featurees and extrin
nsic measurres into an INS that
are requuired by UR
R4 to proviide or imprrove PR could be exceessively higgh. Therefo
ore, UR4
leads too User Reqquirement 5, optimizaation of th
he combinattion of intr
trinsic featu
ures and
extrinsicc measures in the desig
gn/engineerring phase to
o provide co
ost-efficientt PR.
The maain concern in UR4 is to demonsttrate the rob
bustness off barriers annd relate th
his to the
State caapability thhrough the optimizatioon of the ro
obustness of
o proliferattion. Thereffore, the
assessm
ment proceddure and metrics
m
to eevaluate UR
R5, optimizzation of ccombination
n of PR
featuress and measuures, would be as follow
ws:
1) E
Evaluate whhether PR has
h been takken into account as earlly as possibble in the design and
ddevelopmennt of the INS.
2) O
Optimize coosts of the combinatioon of intrinssic features and extrinssic measurees which
aare to be inncorporated to provide or improve PR and to support thee implementation of
ssafeguards.
3) C
Confirm whhether a veerification aapproach with
w a level of extrinsiic measuress can be
ddesigned annd agreed on
n between th
the verificattion authoritty and the SState.

5. IINTERAC
CTION WITH
W
TH
HE PROLIIFERATIION RES
SISTANCE
E&
P
PHYSICA
AL PROT
TECTION
N WORKIING GRO
OUP (PR&
&PP WG
G) OF
GE
ENERATIION IV IN
NTERNA
ATIONAL
L FORUM
M (GIF)
The GIF
F PR&PP [5] and INPR
RO PR metthodologiess developed
d by internattional teams are the
two moost widely accepted methodologi
m
ies, and thee necessity to harmonnize them has
h been
acknow
wledged by their techn
nology deveelopers and
d potential users [12].. The GIF PR&PP
methodoology consiiders a nucllear energy system prim
marily from
m the standppoint of the designer
of the ssystem and identifies proliferation
p
n challengess, system reesponses, annd outcomees, while
the INP
PRO Methoodology ado
opts the staandpoint prrimarily of nuclear ennergy system
m users.
Both appproaches endorse the need for PR
R consideraations to be taken into account as early as
possiblee in the design and developmentt of a nuclear energy system. Fiigure 12 sh
hows the
interactiion betweenn the INPRO
O and GIF P
PR methodo
ologies.
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State Requirements
System Requirements

System Design

Technology users
(States, utilities)

Who wants
to know?

Technology holders
(designers)

GIF PRPP APPROACH

INPRO PR APPROACH

UR4 (Multiplicity of Barriers)

1. Basic principle
2. User requirements: (UR1 – 5)
3. Indicators
4 Assessment: evaluation parameters

Acquisition Pathway Analysis
(“robustness” indicator)

INPRO
ASSESSMENT

common elements

NO

PR
“Acceptable”?

YES

1. Technology goals
2. Measures
3. Metrics
4. Evaluation: challenge  response  outcomes

PRPP
EVALUATION

INTERACTION OF INPRO AND
GIF PROLIFERATION
RESISTANCE APPROACHES

END

FIG. 12. Interaction of INPRO and GIF PR&PP methodologies.
Both methodologies share certain similarities, beginning with a common definition of PR, and
have a hierarchical analytical structure, with PR principles, high-level evaluation factors and
multiple measures or requirements related to each high-level factor. Both methodologies
incorporate institutional and policy context for the system under consideration. INPRO takes
into account a State’s non-proliferation commitments and agreements in one of its user
requirements. In the GIF approach, however, these commitments are treated implicitly when
estimating the GIF detection probability measure. The GIF methodology lends itself to
comparing the PR of alternative nuclear energy systems. GIF separates a system into
components (system elements) and performs a pathway analysis, providing the basis for a PR
evaluation. Neither approach aggregates results into a single numerical value or grade, so that
strengths and weaknesses under each of the main evaluation criteria are explicitly considered.
There are several notable differences between the two methodologies. The INPRO approach
is focused on the potential contribution of declared facilities to proliferation, and excludes the
analysis of clandestine facilities, including those that might be needed to complete a
proliferation pathway or breakout scenario in which a facility is overtly misused for
proliferation purposes. The GIF PR&PP methodology considers both declared and undeclared
facilities and activities, and also misuse following breakout, to complete the proliferation
pathway from acquisition and processing of material to fabrication of a nuclear explosive
device. INPRO examines the whole system, sets explicit user requirements, and asks how the
system meets these requirements.
Interaction between the GIF and INPRO methodologies is intended to identify common
metrics (GIF) and evaluation parameters (INPRO) to be used in both methodologies to
determine the PR of a nuclear energy system as part of a proliferation pathway. Both
approaches recognize the concept of barriers to proliferation, but implement the concept
differently. Figure 13 shows the comparison of metrics and evaluation parameters used in the
GIF and INPRO PR evaluation methodologies, respectively.
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Both methodologies recognize that the degree of PR results from a combination of factors,
including technical design features, operational modalities, institutional arrangements and
safeguards measures [6], and treat PR as a function of extrinsic measures (e.g. safeguards) and
intrinsic features (e.g. material attractiveness, etc.). In particular, effective international
safeguards are an essential component of PR, and PR should not be viewed as a substitute for
the highest standards of international safeguards, or for other non-proliferation tools such as
effective export controls.
In the INPRO Methodology, the robustness of proliferation barriers is the effectiveness of
acquisition pathway barriers, and is a combination of (a) safeguardability (UR-3) augmented
by sufficient safeguards to achieve the IAEA’s safeguards goals, and (b) technical difficulty
based on the attractiveness of material and technology (UR-2). ‘Technical difficulty’ consists
of first, the utility for use in nuclear explosives after any required conversion, and second, the
difficulty of material handling and the availability and difficulty of different processes needed
to produce weapon-usable material after diversion/misuse.
The technical difficulty of barriers in the GIF PR&PP approach shown in Figure 13 represents
the probability of failing to achieve the proliferation goal. This evaluation will be subject to
expert judgment, as determined by following GIF PR&PP evaluation methodology. As
described in the previous section, the INPRO assessment methodology needs information
from the results of such analyses, performed jointly by a technology developer (supplier),
safeguards experts, and experts in PR. These analyses can be done by the GIF PR
methodology analysing the system response to challenges.
In the GIF PR&PP methodology, a pathway analysis is performed to identify acquisition
scenarios that a State could pursue to obtain nuclear weapons by taking advantage of its
peaceful nuclear material and facilities. In order to develop the appropriate methods to
evaluate the multiplicity and robustness of proliferation barriers for INPRO, the GIF pathway
concept has been applied to the DUPIC fuel cycle to identify and analyse the
acquisition/diversion pathway for nuclear material. This demonstrates the possibility of
merging both methodologies into one holistic approach.
Strategy (GIF):
Concealed Diversion – Concealed Misuse – Clandestine Facilities Use
System Response

INPRO:
Possible Contribution of the Declared Fuel Cycle
to a Nuclear Weapons Programme

Fissile Material Type
(Material available in the
Fuel cycle)

Threat Space – State’s Capabilities, Goals

Plausible Acquisition Path
Declared & Undeclared Facilities

INPRO UR/Indicators/Evaluation Parameter

Proliferation Technical Difficulty

Attractiveness of NM and Technology
- Isotopic Composition
- Chemical / Physical Form. etc
- Nuclear Technology
Reasonable Acquisition Paths covered by
multiple PR Features and Measures
- Extent/Robustness

Proliferation Costs

Proliferation Time

State Commitments including institutional structural
Arrangements (e.g. MNA) regarding non-proliferation
Difficulty and detectability of diversion of NM
(Safeguardability)

Detection Probability / Safeguardability
(Declared Facilities)
Detection Probability
(Undeclared Facility)

Detection Resource Efficiency
(Detection Costs)

Optimization of Design
- Minimal total costs of intrinsic features and
extrinsic Measures (Cost Analysis!)

FIG. 13. Dependencies of measures in GIF PR evaluation methodology and their relation to
INPRO user requirements/indicators.
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6. SUM
MMARY A
AND CON
NCLUSIO
ONS
The objjective of PRADA
P
was to furtheer develop a documen
nted approaach for perrforming
proliferaation resistaance assesssments usinng the INPR
RO Method
dology and, where app
propriate,
also eleements andd tools of the
t GIF PR
R&PP Metthodology. In this conntext, a sy
ystematic
approacch for the identificatio
on and anaalysis of accquisition/d
diversion paathways off nuclear
materiall was developed and ap
pplied to a C
CANDU reactor in the DUPIC fueel cycle. Pro
ocedures
for deteermining annd analysin
ng plausiblee acquisitio
on pathways were devveloped and
d tested,
howeveer not all pllausible patthways werre assessed. It was con
ncluded that
at not all ev
valuation
parametters are relevant for detailed ppathways, such
s
as tho
ose consideered in thiis study.
Furtherm
more it waas concludeed that addiitional guid
dance and detail woulld be usefu
ul in the
documeentation for the INPRO
O Methodoloogy.
Multipliicity of barrriers was deemonstratedd using a prroliferation barrier anaalysis. It waas shown
that barrriers against PR speciified in UR
R1, UR2, an
nd UR3 aree not indeppendent, and
d that in
additionn the strenggth of barrieers against pproliferation
n might dep
pend on Staate capabilitties. The
degree of PR resuults from a combinatiion of factors, including techniccal design features,
operatioonal modalities, instiitutional aarrangementts and saffeguards m
measures [6]. The
effectivveness of baarriers to proliferation
p
n can be categorized as: (1) techhnical diffiiculty in
making weapons (as
( a State level conccern, not reelated to a specific faacility), (2) barriers
represennting the diifficulty in handling annd processiing material (both at tthe State an
nd at the
facility level), andd (3) barriers leading to difficultty/detectabillity and saffeguardability (at a
specificc facility-rellated pathw
way level). T
Therefore, there
t
are th
hree levels of PR indiccators in
the INP
PRO PR assessment: Sttate level, IN
NS level an
nd facility leevel, includding facility-specific
pathwayys. The inddicators also
o have a hiierarchical relationship
p in terms of applicab
bility, as
shown iin Figure 144.
UR4: Multiple Barriers to Proliferation
(Robustness)
(State/INS/Facility level)

 UR5: Costs to be Optimized
(State/INS/Facility level)

UR1: Legal Framework for Nonproliferation Established (State Level)
UR2: Low Attractiveness of
Material and Technology
(State/INS/Facility level)

UR3: Diversion Difficulty and
Detectability
(Facility level)

FIG. 14: Three levels of proliferation barriers, and hierarchy of user requirements.
Compliaance with User
U
Requirrement 1 (U
UR1), Statee’s commitm
ments, obliggations and policies
regardinng non-proliferation and its impleementation, has considerable impaact on PR of an INS.
On the one hand, it demonstrrates a Statte’s compliaance with non-prolifer
n
ration comm
mitments
and, onn the other hand, it esstablishes thhe tools to detect non
n-compliancce at the State
S
and
INS/faccility levels. UR1 has two criteriia (CR): legal framew
work (CR1. 1) and insttitutional
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structural arrangements (CR1.2) at the State level. CR1.1 asks the State to establish a
sufficient legal framework addressing international non-proliferation, i.e. ensuring the
adequacy of the States’ commitment, obligations and policies regarding non-proliferation, and
CR1.2 determines if the implementation is adequate to meet international standards in the
non-proliferation regime. It also addresses the capability of the IAEA to detect undeclared
nuclear material and activities
User Requirement 2 (UR2) states that the INS should have low attractiveness of nuclear
material and technology for use in a nuclear weapons programme. This User Requirement
refers to key proliferation barriers related to material and technology characteristics at all
three levels of evaluation. The role of the INPRO assessor is to determine whether an INS has
achieved a level of attractiveness that is acceptably low by assessing the corresponding
criteria. The attractiveness of nuclear material is determined by two intrinsic features, the
conversion time and the total mass needed to achieve 1 SQ. The attractiveness of nuclear
material increases with shorter conversion time of the acquired material and with smaller
mass of material needed to form 1 SQ.
Currently UR2 is presented in a table that describes the proliferation target material in the
system, regardless of the level of evaluation (State/INS/facility), but not a specific
proliferation target material for specific pathways. The assessment table should provide a
means for identifying the target being described in a pathway, and therefore an additional
column could be added: Not applicable to pathway or level of assessment. The proliferator’s
strategy will determine the level of detail. Therefore, the tables should reflect the impact of
State capabilities on the strength of proliferation barriers to address the different assessment
levels. The table should be self-documenting. This process could be performed at higher level
in the early design phases, with updates as the design matures.
User Requirement 3 (UR3) stipulates reasonable difficulty and detectability of diversion of
nuclear material, and is to be addressed by the technology holder (developer) at the facility
level. UR3 must be seen in the context of UR1, which provides the necessary framework to
implement safeguards. The evaluation parameters of UR3 have, in principle, similar issues as
those of UR2, and the results in the assessment matrix table should be related to a specific
acquisition pathway and material. All assessments concerning barriers and diversion difficulty
should be related to proliferator actions. The equipment, C/S measures, etc. involved should
be addressed in the evaluation of User Requirement 3 for specific acquisition pathways, and
therefore, this UR is associated with ‘Safeguards by Design’.
Attractiveness of nuclear material and nuclear technology in an INS for a weapons
programme (UR2) and the detectability and difficulty of diversion of nuclear material (UR3)
are not independent parameters. Attractiveness of an INS (or a component thereof) decreases
with an increase in detectability/difficulty of diversion of nuclear material. Indicators (barriers
against proliferation) defined under UR2 that might be weak at a facility level can
paradoxically increase; for example, material with a high radiation field could be a
proliferation target at the facility level, but its radiation field could increase the detectability
of unrecorded movements of nuclear material. Therefore, some of the characteristics of
nuclear material and technology discussed in UR2 are also relevant for UR3.
Robustness was determined not to be a function of the number of barriers or of their
individual characteristics but an integrated function of the whole. User Requirement (UR4)
evaluates the multiplicity and robustness of barriers and is correlated with User Requirement
(UR5) concerning the cost and optimization of PR features and measures, as shown in
Figure 14. The robustness of proliferation barriers as defined in PRADA is measured by
determining if, and how, the international safeguards goals can be met. ‘Robustness’ does not
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guarantee that proliferation using an INS and its material is impossible (i.e. that the system is
‘proliferation proof’).
This leads to the question, why encourage States, designers and operators to make nuclear
material and technologies reasonably unattractive, if the value of PR is determined by the
ability to meet the safeguards goals? The INPRO Proliferation Resistance Basic Principle
states in part: “Proliferation resistance intrinsic features and extrinsic measures shall be
implemented…. to help ensure that INS will continue to be an unattractive means to acquire
fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme…” [1]. Whether or not an INS is an
‘unattractive means’ depends, ultimately, on the risk of early detection, on proliferation time,
and proliferation cost.
The INPRO assessment methodology needs information from the results of a more
quantitative analyses performed jointly by a technology developer (supplier), safeguards
experts, and experts in PR. These can be performed by the GIF PR&PP methodology when
analysing the system response to challenges. Accordingly, the GIF pathway concept was
applied to a CANDU reactor in the DUPIC fuel cycle to identify and analyse nuclear material
acquisition/diversion pathways; i.e. it was used to evaluate the multiplicity and robustness of
proliferation barriers (UR4). This demonstrates the possibility of merging both methodologies
to form one holistic approach.
Finally, the PRADA study identified a number of areas for possible improvement in the
INPRO PR Manual, for instance: (1) a better explanation of the rationale for acceptance
limits, (2) a reformatting of the evaluation tables to improve clarity, and (3) a restructuring of
the evaluation tables to provide needed details to the user.
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ABBREVIATIONS
CANDU

Canada Deuterium Uranium

CCTV

closed circuit television

C/S

containment and surveillance

DA

destructive analysis

DIV

design information verification

DUPIC

direct use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU reactors

EJ

expert judgment

GIF

Generation IV International Forum

INPRO

International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles

INS

innovative nuclear energy system

KMP

key measurement point

MBA

material balance area

MC&A

material control and accountancy

MTHM

metric ton heavy metal

MUF

material unaccounted for

NDA

non-destructive assay

NES

nuclear energy system

NM

nuclear material

NPT

Non-Proliferation Treaty

NRTA

near real time accountancy

NWFZ

nuclear weapon free zone

OREOX

oxidation and reduction of oxide fuel

PP

physical protection

PR

proliferation resistance

PRADA

Proliferation Resistance: Acquisition/Diversion Pathway Analysis

PR&PP

Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (GIF)

PWR

pressurized water reactor

RSAC

regional system of accounting for and control of nuclear material

SQ

significant quantity

SSAC

State’s system of accounting for and control of nuclear material

UR

user requirement
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